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Mystery odor prompts second Williams Hall evacuation 
By :Willie Rubenstein 
Life Safety is conducting an 
investigation into the cause of the 
secondevacuationofWilliamsHall 
in two weeks. 
Teresa Spezio, IC's environ-
mental safety specialist, is con-
ducting the investigation, which is 
looking into the cause of a two-
hour evacuation of the science 
building at 11 a.m. on Monday, 
OcL 21. 
No one was hurt or sent to 
Tompkins Community Hospital, 
although two chemistry professors 
came in direct contact with a pun-
·gent odor that has yet to be identi-
fied. 
Over 100 students, faculty and 
staff were evacuated from the 
building, according to Dave Maley, 
manager of public information. 
The incident occured in a third 
floor stockroom adjoining a chem-
istry lab. Mary Wilcox, an assistant 
professorof chemistry, was the first 
to encounter fumes. 
Anatol Eberhard, a chemistry 
professor,alsocamein contact with 
the odor. 
The exact makeup of the gas and 
its liquids, if any, .is not known. 
"We're mystified," Eberhard said. 
The Ithaca Fire Department, in 
conjunction with Life Safety and 
several faculty members, was un-
able to identify the source or nature 
of the fumes,' and Cornell 
University's Hazardous Materials 
(HAZMA T) unit was called in, 
Ithaca deputy fire chief Brian 
Wilbur said. 
According to Harry Dilles, 
HAZMAT'sseniorinvestigator,his 
team did not see any broken con-
tainers, nor did they come in con-
tact with a gas. 
Even though both faculty mem-
bers said they smelled a sulfur-like 
substance, HAZMA T did not find 
any traces of hydrogen sulfide in 
their air test. HAZMA T opened the 
windows and turned on all of the 
hoods to ventilate the area, Dilles 
said. 
Onepossiblesourceof thefwnes 
could have been a floor drain in the 
stockroom. S-shaped traps in the 
drains are designed to hold water 
that prevents fumes and gases from 
Sternstein acquitted Name that tulle 
Court clears IC over the previous two days. 
Pr. O.ceSSOJ,". Of sex crun· e~ He was initially charged with sodomy, 1 1 attempted sodomy, sexual abuse and six 
By Tom Arundel counts of aggravated harassment, posing a 
After an eight-day trial, IC mathematics maximum sentence of up to 25 years in 
Professor Martin Stemstein was found not prison. 
guilty of charges that he sexually abused and The incident began when Stemstein and 
harassed Mai Wright, a 29-year-old Dryden his wife, Faith, met Wright and her husband 
woman. at an IC cultural event in 1988. 
It took four hours of deliberations for the Under oath, Sternstein testified that in 
seven-man, five-woman jury to reach the 1988, he had a brief affair with Wright. 
verdict that 46-vear-old Stemstein was in- - Sternstein, his wife and the Wrights were 
. nocent. The verdict was announced around friends until~h !989, when Wright<;:alled 
2:45 p.m. Friday. Oct. JS. Sternstein'swifeandJaccordingtoStemsrein, 
In the end, Sternstein described. the trial as accused her of talking behind Wright's back. 
"the most harrowing experience of my life. Wright denied an affair with Stemstein 
It's been sheer hell for six months." and said that in January 1989, after resisting 
Stemstein,aDanbyresident, wasaccused his advances, Stemstein bound her arms and 
of forcing Wright to engage in sexual acts legswithropeinthebackofhisyanandraped 
inside her. mobile home on April 4, 1991, her. She said that he raped her again in her 
after making three harassing telephone calls See "Trial," page 3 
'Bitter' .feelings linger after painful trial · 
By Jeff Selingo · "very supportive of me since the charges 
When a Tompkins County jury read a not were brought, and they seem happy that I am 
guiltyverdictlastFridayafternoon,sixmonths back and was vindicated." 
of "a real hell" ended for IC mathematics "I am somewhat bitter of the justice 
Professor Martin Stemstein. system .. .! feel the district attorney's office 
In an interview on Oct 23, Stemstein has a real obligation to thoroughly investi-
described ·the last few. months as the most gate such alleged sex crimes before issuing 
difficult experience of his life. an arrest warrant," Sternstein said. In this 
"It would have been very difficult without particular situation, he said, such an investi-
the support of my family. and others. The gation did not take place. 
suppon of the faculty and administration, in The case received coverage by the area 
general, has been great over the past few media. 
months and I am very appreciative of that , .. l think that it is unfonunate that in this 
fact," Sternstein said. According to the pro- country where someone is innocent until 
fessor, he could not have gone through the proven guilty, that a person's name could be 
proceedings by himself. smeared in a newspaper. That is smeared 
Stemstein has been a professor at IC since even though that person is presumed inno-
1970, but was on sabbatical for the Spring cent," St'emstein said. 
backing up into a room. Dilles said 
a trap in the stockroom area was 
dry, which could have allowed the 
strong odor into the room. "The 
ventilation in the stockroom is poor. 
It really stinks in there," Eberhard 
said. 
In Williams,Eberhardexplained, 
the drains are all interconnected, 
which means that odors can come 
up anywhere. "It happens rou-
tinely," he said. 
Professor William Bergmark, 
chairman of the chemistry depart 
See "Evacuation," page 2 
acan / reg mann 1991 semester. He resumed his teaching "Inowfeelthiswholeordealisinmypast, 
position this semester. and I want to move on and forget about-it Frank Haines '93, practices his double bass before class on Wednesday. 
· Stemstein said all of his students were now," he said. 
""',".¾;;;'~'\~ Dean of admissions announces resignation 
:-J~:.:\i ,, '' ~~: ~: 
'Rii/.: ·;;; By Melis&l Erwich · have made many close friends and and keeping enrollment up. Stace information. 
::-f.t,·:,\,:? Peter Stace, dean of admission associates and will miss the school also is on the budget committee, Before coming to Ithaca, Stace 
!i".'-};'.::'-;.:.\ and enrollment planning. an- very much. Ihaveenjoyedworking enrollment planning committe, a was employed at Syracuse Univer-
··-, v nouncedhisresignationon0cL22. atithacaColleg_eimmensely." memberoftheeducationaloppor- sity as an Assistant Dean in the 
He will be leaving in January to Stace'swife,MargaretBall, vice tunityprogram, andhe,psadmin- Collegeof ArtsandSciences.Stace 
become Vice , Provost for Enroll- president and college counsel at IC. ister financial aid. came to IC in July of1981, were he 
ment and Management at North- willnotberesigninguntilshefinds Stace's background includes a worked as Director of Admission 
eastemUniversityinBoston,Mass. a suitable position in the Boston bachelo_r's degree in economics before becoming the Dean of Ad-
. A national search agency con- area, Stace said. This will probably from Fordham University, a mission in the fall of 1988. 
tactedhimforthisnewposition,he take place at the end of academic master'sdegreeineconomicsand Stace said it has not been dis-
said. Hehadnointentionsofleaving year, he said. human resources from Syracuse cussed who his successor will be. 
Ithaca College until 'they ap- As dean of admission, Stace is Universityandadoctorateinhigher That decision will be made by 
· proached him. responsible for working with other educationadministrationalsofrom President James J. Whalen . 
. - : . .. . · "IamleavingithacaCollegewith offices in improving retention at Syracuse University, according to He will assume his new position 
lih~can/SonnyJehneck mixed emotions," Stace said: "I thecollege,recruitingnewstudents Dave Maley, manager of public atNortheastemonJan.1, 1992. 
Peter Stace · 
. ~ ·~· 




How do you feel about student and teacher relations? 
Seth Davis '92 
Sociology 
"I found that most of 
my professors are easily 
accessible and usually 
willing to help out" 
Brad Skolnick '94 
Corp. Comm~nications 
"It depends on what school 
you're in, some are more 
fonnal and others less." 
, ' ,v ~. • ',, , 
' 
f ,' ,, 
,' 
', .I 
Rosalia Leonti '95 
TV/R 
"It's different than high 
school. It's better because it 
makes you feel equal with 
the teachers." 
Cheaper phone bills possible 
By Heather Zuzick 
· Relief from exorbitant phone 
bills may soon be in sight for stu-
dents living in residence halls, if a 
proposed long distance calling plan 
takes effect. 
A revised long distance calling 
package was proposed at the Oct. 
22 Student Government Associa-
tion meeting. The AT&T proposal 
would include standard long dis-
tanceserviceatasignificantlylower 
cost than the current rate. 
According to the plan presented 
to the Sbldent Government Asso-
ciation, phone service would be 
available immediately after ar-
rangements have been made for 
service. Standard installation fees 
wouldnotexceed$30per room per 
year, as opposed to the current fee 
of$67.25. 
The fee for unlimited local calls 
would not exceed more than $18 
per room per month for the entire 
academic year. Each sbldent in the 
room would be -given a personal 
identification number for long dis-
tance calling, and billing invoices 
would be sent to individual stu-
dents. 
As an additional benefit of the 
proposal, credit limits would be 
available. This would allow for 
management of long distance ex-
pendiblres. 
After six years under the AT&T 
plan, IC would own the on-campus 
telephone system, including indi-
vidual room lines. If approved, the 
plan will go into effect for the Fall 
1992 semester. 
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Evacuation-
continued from page 1 
ment. speculated th~~ the cau_se of 
the evacuation was m the ~age 
system. "Perhaps some material that 
was disposed of came bac~ through 
the system," Bergmark said. 
Wilcox said she thought that the 
gas was probably sulfur dioxide, 
which is created when sulfur ~d 
water mix. It is used to make wi~e, 
yet has toxic properties that can ~bng 
the eyes and bum the throat, Wilcox 
said. 
If the source of the fumes was 
inside the room, it would be only a 
small amount of liquid. According 
to stockroom policy, no more than 
one quart of any substance may be 
kept inside, Eberhard said. 
All larger quantities of liquids 
are kept elsewhere, he said. The 
amount of vapor caused by one qu~ 
of liquid is not much. "One quart 1s 
I " not going to gas a arge area, 
Eberhard said. 
There was no danger of flamma-
bility, according to Eberhard. "I 
-Corrections 
In the Oct. 10 article "Rabies 
epidemic affects IC sbldents," it 
wasnotclearwhatthe post-exposure 
procedure is for someon~ bitten by 
an animal that might have rabies. 
Confinement of animals, sub-
mission of animals for testing and 
post-exposure treatmentareall parts 
of the rabies procedure. The post-
exposure treatment is given to a 
possible rabies victim, because it is 
the only way to ensure they will be 
protectedif aninfectionresultsfrom 
the bite. 
If the biting animal dies, it will 
be sent to the Rabies Laboratory, 
.,.._..,.. ~ EACH ONE YOU BUY 
THAT'S RIGHT: 
2 for 1 TOPPINGS 
4 for 2 TOPPINGS 
6 for 3 TOPPINGS 
___ ::_ 
YOU GET THE .PICTURE 
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-TOGO 
'We gladly accept Visa Arid.Mastetcar:<;l: _:: 
on ·all f ood-·deliveries I \·:· ·· •· 
October 24, 1991 
~ === 
could have lit a match in the room 
and it would have bee~ all right," he 
said. 
According to Eberhard, all of 
the drains in-the new science build-
ing cU1Tently underconsttuction will 
be separated Also, there will be 
much better ventilation in the new 
building, Eberhard said. The labs in 
thenewbuildingwillbemoretightly 
controlled, Bergmark said. . 
Williams will be·. completely 
renova~ after the, new science 
building is finished. The old build-
ing, built in 1965, will be turned 
into classroom and office space. 
Classes are supposed to start in the 
new building in the Spring 1993 
semester. 
Two weeks ago, Williams Hali 
was evacuated for approximately 
one hour after the coating on a test 
tube rack produced a strong odor 
after being exposed to heat and 
pressure reaction. 
Two staff members were taken 
by ambulance to Tompkins Com-
munity Hospital for treatment and 
released that same night. 
. and if it is confinned -to be rabid, 
then the victim receives post-expo-
sure shots. 
The same article also incorrectly 
referred to a "rabies epidemic.·· 
According to Frank Chase of the 
Tompkins County_ Health Depart-
ment, there was only one known 
rabid racoon in the county, and that 
did not consitute an epidemic. 
Also, someone who does not 
have their pet vaccinated against 
rabies faces a ·potential penalty of 
$250. 
• In the Oct. 10 Ithacan Inquirer, 
the photographs of Kristin Vidal 
'95 and Scott Isbrandt '95 were 
mislabeled. 
. i I 
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ReCord · numbers to participate in music competition 
By Kelly Rohrer 
· ·The School of Music will carry 
on a 12-y.ear tradition.a little more 
noticeably this year. . 
Appro;,timately 100 high school 
musicians -- nearly double the 
number in past years -- will travel 
from all over the northeast to com-
pete for .cash. prizes in the Ithaca 
College 12th Annual High School 
Competition. 
The music school opens the 
event to all high school students, 
giving them a chance to compete 
in various categories for monetary 
awards and gain prestige. 
"This is a good way to intro-
duce IC's music program to many 
different students on the high 
school level," according to Hal 
Reynolds, a professor of trombone 
at IC· and this year's .competition 
coordinator. . 
R~ynolds said that the.surge of 
interest this year is the direct result 
of a different advertising strategy 
and mailing pattern. 
"We advertised through the 
Music Teachers National Associa-
tion and also in "Instrumentalist 
Magazine ... Approximately 10,000 
brochures were mailed to schools all 
over New York State and within a 
50-mileradiusof our audition sites," 
he said. 
Most of the students come from 
northeastern states such as Pennsyl-
vania, Maine and Massachusetts. 
There are also entries from Ohio, 
Maryland and New Jersey. 
The competition, which is free 
and open to the public, begins at 8 
"This is a good way to 
introduce IC' s music 
program to many dif-
ferent .students on the 
high school level." 
-Hal Reynolds, 
competition coordinator 
a.m. Oct. 26, with the woodwind 
concerto preliminaries. The day 
concludes with an awards cer-
emony at 6:30 p.m. 
The event has two parts: a solo 
competition and a concerto com-
petition. Participants are allowed 
to enter one or both parts. 
Solo competitions will include 
voice,percussion and organ. A solo 
winner in each category will be 
fsf oiiwomeils iiairciitsor ft off Men's Iiatrciiisl Trial ---
• Coupon Expires December3l)991 I 
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208 '1{/Twga · near tfie Commons 
Continued from page 1 
home three weeks later. 
Wright did not mention these 
incidents until Sternstein ·was 
charged with the sodomy and ha-
rassment crimes on April 4, 1991. 
She testified that she never reported 
the 1989 incidents earlier because 
Sternstein threatened to tell her 
husband that they'd had an affair 
(which she said never took place) 
and that he was the father of her 
unborn child. Wright said that her 
husband is the real father of the 
girl, who was born in February 
1990. 
Sternstein said that in Janu-
ary1989,longaftertheaffairended, 
Wright invited him into her home 
to make up for a feud which had 
gone on between the two faf!lilies 
since the affair ended. 
Throughout May and June of 
1989, Sternstein claimed that 
Wright. made so many harassing 
calls to him that he and his wife 
changed their phone number. In 
August 1989, Wright called his 
office and said, "F-- you, I'll get 
1,,1,al'f\r KENWOOD BillboarciID 
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chosen, and $200 will be the 
awarded prize. The concerto cat-
egory includes woodwind, string 
and piano. However,Reynolds said, 
only one contestant will be chosen 
as the concerto winner after they 
have completed a series of pre-
liminary rounds. 
The finalists may play any in-
strument, but they must perform an 
assigned piece, one they have not 
prepared prior to the competition. 
The winner will receive a $500 
award, plus the chance to perform 
with the IC orchestra or band, de-
pending upon what instrument they 
play. 
Different IC School of Music 
faculty, who specialize in the in-
strument being judged, will critique 
the entries. Their comments, as well 
you, I'll get you!" Sternstein said. 
Stemstein said that on April 2, 
1991, Wright urged him to visit her 
because she was depressed about 
the breakup of their affair. He said 
he went to a convenience store to 
call and ask her for directions. 
A convenience store employee 
testified that he heard Stemstein 
asking for directions. According to 
Joseph Joch, Stemstein's attorney, 
this proves that Wright gave per-
mission for him to go to her home. 
Sternstein said that when hear-
rived at her house on April 2, they 
undressed, went to the bedroom, 
lay down together and talked, as 
they had done often during their 
six-week affair in 1988. 
On April 4, he said they did the 
same thing except that Wright left 
theroomanddidnotretum. Unable 
to find his clothes, Sternstein 
dressed in some of Wright's 
husband's clothes and walked out 
of the trailer, where he was con-
fronted by her neighbor with a gun. 
The police arrived shortly thereaf-
ter . 
Wright hadadifferentstory. She 
claimed that Stemstein had been 
stalking her for two years after she 
ONLY 
as a certificate of participation, will 
be given to the students, Reynolds 
said. 
According to Reynolds, the par-
ticipants represent a wide variety of 
musical interests and talents. Out of 
the 100 student instrumentalists, 
there are approximately 30 vocal-
ists, 31 woodwinds players and 10 
brass players. 
The School of Music expects 
around 300 people to attend 
Saturday's program. "I'm looking 
forward to a huge crowd even 
though I don't know quite what to 
expect," Reynolds said. ''The hard-
est part was trying to schedule a 
rehearsal and performance sched-
ule for 100 musicians. Now all we 
have to do is keep the parents.(of the 
musicians) in line." 
had turned away his sexual ad-
vances. She said that on April 2 and 
4, 1991, he made harassing phone 
calls that she traced with a phone 
tap. 
On April 4, Wright said 
Sternstein entered 'her house 
unannounced, and told her he would 
kill her if she did not perform a sex 
act on him. 
After forcing her to take her 
clothes off, she said she pushed him 
away, grabbed a pile of clothes, 
including his pants and car keys, 
and ran to the neighbor's house. 
There, she called the police. 
Stemstein was freed on$ 10,000 
bail shortly after Wright pressed 
charges. ·~ 
Susan P. Harrison, prosecuting 
attorney, said on Friday, Oct 18 
that the jury found Stemstein inno-
cent because not enough evidence 
was given to prove that he was 
guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. 
Joch -said on Friday after the -
verdict that he was "gratified that 
the jury did a conscientious job and 
that justice was served." 
Information about the court pro-
ceedings was taken from the Ithaca 
Journal. 
NYU 
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Morality of war: an ethical ·issue that never dies 
wins the war, it must ensure that 
peace will continue into the future. 
become~ more sophisticated. The 
destructive capacity of war is sun. 
ply ~ming _peater and greater, 
meanmg moremnocentpeople will 
be_d~lled in future wars," Holmes 
sai • 
By Avi Schaeffer . 
Modem warfare, the deaths of 
innocent civilians, and the "just 
cause" theory of war were all dis-
cussed at "War and Morality," a 
debate featuring two renowned pro-
fessors with opposite outlooks on 
whether war is ever just 
The debate was the· fourth in a 
series on contemporary moral is-
sues. Approximately 80 students 
and faculty members attended the 
discussion on Tuesday, Oct. 22 in 
the Emerson Suites. 
William O'Brien, professor of 
government at Georgetown Uni-
versity, is considered one of the 
leading proponents of "just war" 
theory: O'Brien argued that when 
the conditions are right, modem 
war is justified. The author of many 
IIG!alffNW 
•r· .. ;t·4• I Jta1~ Me1gnhut 
&~%: 
SHARP. 
VHS CAMCORDER $699 
12x Power zoom lens 
with flying erase heod 
and low light sensitivity. 
VLL270 Not.$999 
books on the subject, O'Brien re-
cently published "Law and Moral-
ity in Israel's War with the PLO," 
which discussed the ongoing Arab-
Israeli conflict. 
Robert Holmes, professor of 
philosophy at the University of 
Rochester.argued that war is never 
justified in any situation. Holmes 
has written extensively on the 
themes of pacifism and 
nonviolence. He serves on the ad-
visory board of the Gandhi-King 
Society for the Study of 
Nonviolence, and is a member of 
Concerned Philosophers for Peace. 
The debate was moderated by 
IC AssociateProfessorofReligion 
Frederik Kaufman. 
The participants were given 20 
minutes to present their arguments, 
followed by questions from 
Kaufman and the audience. 
O'Brien began by stating that he 
supported the "just war doctrine," 
meaning that society has the right 
to defend itself when attacked or 
engage in a war with anothernation 
if it has a "just cause." 
A society must have competent 
authority to wage such a war justi-
fiably, O'Brien said. "However, it 
is obvious that if the immediate 
self-defense of society or lives are 
in jeopardy, then war is justified on 
those grounds as well," he said. 
For a society to have the correct 
intentionsforenteringawar,itmust 
"put forth a decided effort to con-
strain hatred and vengeance," he 
said. 
O'Brien said that if the country 
00° 
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Finally O'Brien said "Human 
. .. 
nature is not going to change, so 
war will always be periodically 
necessary. Above all, the utmost 
care must be taken during a war to 
avoid intentional attack on civilian 
targets, he said. . 
Holmes presented the opposite 
viewpoint. "War inevitably kills 
innocent people, so it cannot be 
justified to accomplish the objec-
tives usually for which wars are 
waged," he said. 
Holmes said thathe wasalanned 
by the fact that most major colleges 
and universities have ROTC 
programs. "In a society such as ours, 
it is a very powerful incentive to 
rely on weaponry, especially as it 
Holmes· said that. the United 
States must stop thinking that wars· 
al .. are ways us versus them." In-
stead, he said that the U.S. should 
think of the situation of war as "us 
and them versus war." 
Despite hisposition,Holmes said 
"World peace is a d{eam. I don't 
think that it will ever happen." 
Holmes closed his argument by 
saying "People used to say that sla-
very was inevitable. Now it's time 
to recognize th~ in face war is not 
part of our nature, not inevitable 
but our choice." ' 
f .:::: . , '.. <:: · .'.:: < :;·· ., .,,,,-.,,~:-z<ir;,".Y",\-C'"L :; '. ':.:; 
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Ke~pbjg it.in the family .. 
Siblings ~d~pt to life at fhe same college· . 
By J~n,Sladyf. . 
.. _Peopl~come to_collegefor_many 
reaso~s: to,get an education, to be-
come independent, to go to great 
parties, or io get away from those 
awful menaces we call siblings. 
Butwait! Whatdoyoudowhen 
your brother. or sister goes to the 
same college:that you do? 
Such a thought would make 
many students shudder. However, 
several students with siblings at IC 
actually find the situation to be an 
advantage. 
Physical Therapy major Amy 
Wightman '95, said that having her 
brother Mark '92, here at school is 
very· comforting. 
"It's nice to have someone who 
knows the ins and outs of college 
and can show me the good places_to · 
go," Amy said. 
When she first thought of apply-
ing to IC, however, she worried that 
her brother wouldn't want her to 
come to Ithaca 
"It turned out that I was wrong 
about that. though," she said. "He's 
very proud that I'm gging to his 
college after all. He knew it was the 
best school to go to for my major." 
Does Amy's brother Mark like 
the idea of his little sister going here 
as well? 
"Yeah sure, why not?" Mark 
said, "I don't really see her at all 
during our classes, but I try to stop 
by and visit her. I'm a good brother." 
Kim Hirsch '95, and her brother 
Todd '93, are in a similar situation. 
Kim tends to agree with Amy on the 
"Big Brother" advantage. 
"It's good to know he's here if I 
want to see him, but at the same 
timethecampusisbigenoughwhere 
I can be independent I don't think 
my brother minds me being here 
because it's not like I'm a tag-along 
type of sister. I have my own friends 
and I don't bother him," she said. 
Todd returned his sister's feel-
ings, "I like having her here a lot 
because it works out well. I see her 
once or twice a week." 
He also reiterated the common 
brother/sister observation, "I 
haven't seen her on campus even 
once. I'll just go see her or she'll 
come and see me." 
Okay. So it's nice to have an 
older brother here to show you the 
ropes. But what about the ultimate 
sibling matchup--twins? 
Deniz Onal and his brotherErol, 
'95, are fraternal twins at IC. Deniz 
agreed that he, too, is happy his 
brother attends the same school. 
"I'm glad Erol is here because 
when you need someone to talk to 
or confide in, he's there for you," 
Deniz said. 
Deniz also said that when hP. 
arrived at school, he saw his brother 
a lot. 
"I made the effort to see him," he 
said, "But now I'm hanging out 
with my own friends more and I 
don't see him as much." 
Denizdidhaveoneproblem with 
the sibling arrangement at first, 
though. Whenhereceivedhisroom 
assignment card in the mail this 
summer, the college had put the 
brothers together as roommates. 
Deniz called to have the situation 
changed immediately. 
"I don't know whether it was a 
mistake on the part of the college or 
The Ithacan/ Chris Burke 
Fraternal twins Deniz and Erol Onal '95, chose the same college, 
but opted not to be roommates. 
what. I think they assumed my 
brother and I wanted to room to-
gether, " Deniz said 
"Once I called to switch it, 
though, it ended up being more of a 
hassle because they only gave me 
two choices of where I could live. 
But I definitely didn't ask to room 
with my brother," he said. 
You may or may not agree witQ 
these stµdents who like having their 
brothers and sisters at the same 
college. It also doesn't mean that 
you should call up youtsiblings and 
beg them to apply to IC. 
But sometimes it's nice to have 
someone around who knows you 
for who you really are. · 
And if worse comes to worse 
and you 're spen'ding all your time 
avoiding your sibling on campus 
andatparties--atleastyou'llalways 
have a companion for your ride 
home. 




lBy Avi Schaeffer 
VAX users will no longer be 
forced to endure an outdated sys-
tem that often operated too slowly, 
sometimes unable to meet student 
and faculty demands. 
According to Communications 
and Training Specialist Dave Weil, 
the VAX mainframe computer sys-
tem received a major overhaul dur-
ing fall break. "We installed a new 
cluster, comprised of 2 state-of-
the-art Digital VAX 4000 Model 
200 minicomputers working to-
gether as a team," Weil said. 
The addition of another machine 
to the VAX system will add storage 
capacity to the computer's memory 
and quadruple its speed, Weil said. 
Users will not notice any signifi-
cant changes in the system, except 
that is now considerably faster, he 
said. 
Both faculty and students can 
access the system. VAX can be 
entered from the majority of the 
academic computing centers on 
campus, the library ,and a student's 
residence hall room. 
The system offers numerous pro-
gramming languages, a mail sys-
tem allowing users to speak with 
others at colleges and universities 
around the world, word processing 
software, a database program, as 
well as numerous other services. 
"This is a major improvement 
forcomputingoncampus. The VAX 
forms the core of our network and 
academic computing on campus," 
Weil said. 
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traits of a 
perfectionist 
By Dr. Rosemary Clarke 
A perfectionistisaperson who 
will not accept or be content with 
anything that's less than ''perfect" 
As a result, since perfection is 
not humanly possible, perfection-
ists are never satisfied with what 
they achieve. Often they set unre-
alistically high expectations and 
goals. Then no matter how well 
they do, they still feel a tinge of 
failure. 
Attempting to be perfect is a 
way of compensating for a nega-
tive self concept. 
This self-concept may have 
developed m·childhood when un-
realistic parental demands orpa.:. 
rental dissatisfaction with our ac-
complishments translated into 
c;,urselves not being satisfied with 
ourselves. 
Perfectionists have grown up 
with conditional love. So while 
perfectionists learned to get rec-
ognition for "doing," they also 
had to earn it through what they 
considered perfect performance. 
Perfectionists need Ii> redefine 
and strengthen their self image. 
Here are some approaches: 
1. Remembec you are more 
than the sum of your actions and 
what you produce. Seek out 
people who value you for your-
self - not for some image of 
perfection. 
2. Recogni7.e ''perfection" as 
an illusion, not a way to live and 
grow. It is through risking mis-
takes that we grow. Learn to 
view mistakes and failures as les-
. ·:Counselor's ·_. 
Corner 
' L~ t...4 ~ , ~ ~ 
l1 \ l' il, 
sons. 
3. You can be a top performer 
and not need to be perfect! Do 
things for their own sake, not to 
show how well you can do them. 
Let go of control and enjoy things 
for their intrinsic value. 
4. Practice not doing some-
thing perfectly. Purposely mess 
up things of little consequence in 
order to get the experience ofnot 
being perfect. Let go of unrealis-
tically high standards and expec-
tations. 
S. Set your own standards and 
values. Work to satisfy your own 
needs and wants. Make note of 
your accomplishments and learn 
to affirm them. Toot your own 
horn and avoid listening to your 
critical, overdemanding inner 
judge. 
6. Be less competitive -
praise yowself for your accom-
plishments and stop kicking 
yourselfifyou'renotnumberone, 
all of the time. 
7. Monitor your negative, 
critical self talk and substitute 
new messages that allow you to 
behuman,imperfectandyourself. 
Also; stop picking at the little· 
flaws m· otherpeople and learn to 
accept other's efforts rather than 
the final outcome; You ·n feel 
happierasyoubecomeaselfvalu-
ing person. 
Dr. Rosemary Clarke is a 
counselor at the Ithaca College 
Counseling Center. 
. -October.~ 1991 
:.Oampus Safety-::Lug 
The following incidents are among from a catering setup in the Hill Cent?r· TA resident in the WestTowerreported 
those reported to The Ithacan bu the IC T A female student filed a complaint the studenrs room was entered while 
OfficaofPubliclnfonnation basedsolely regarding having been sexually as- theroomwasunattended,andunlocked 
on reports from the Offi~ of Campus saultedbyanacquaintanceinacampus between 12:15 ~d ~2:~ a.m. on Oct. 
Safety. . residence hall. 15. The co~plamt indicated approxi-
Anyonewithanyinformationregard- mate_ly ~30 m cash and $160 Worth of 
ing these enbies is encouraged to con- Sunday, October 13 . clothing items had been stolen from the 
tacttheOfficeofCampusSafety. Unless TA complaint was filedregardmg dam- room. . .. 
otherwise specified, all reported inci- age that occurred to both red emer- T ~ student was referred for J~d1c1~1 
dents remain under investigation. gency telephones in Tallcott Hall. Dam- action for the use ~d- possession in 
age consisted of the phones being tom Clarke Hall of a device designed to by-
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11-THURSDAY, fromthewall, rendering them unusable. pass coin slots in laundry machines. 
OCTOBER 17, 1991 TTwostudentwerereferredforjudicial TA complaint was filed regarding the 
Friday, October 11 
T A complaint was filed regarding an 
exit sign that was damaged on the sec-
ond floor· of Lyon Hall. Damage con-
sisted of the sign being pulled from the 
wall, exposing the wiring. 
T Two students were referred for judi-
cial action for urinating in a public place, 
failing to comply with the requests of 
officers, and providing false information 
to officers. 
T A student was referred for judicial 
action for creating a traffic obstruction at 
the main entrance of the College on 
Route96B. 
T A complaint was filed regarding the 
theft of approximately$35worth of clean-
ing solvent from the campus warehouse. 
Saturday, October 12 
T A complaint was filed regarding a 
saeen that was tom from a window in 
the Terrace 6-B lounge. 
T A student was referred for judicial 
actionafterthe studenrsguestwas found 
attempting to damage a walkway light 
with arock. 
T Four students were referred for judi-
cial action for the use and possession of 
marijuana in a residence hall room. In 
a~tion, the same four students were 
issued appearance tickets for the under-
age possession of an alcoholic bever-
age. One of .the students was also 
charged criminally with possession of a 
controlled substance after- being found . 
in possession of two LSD tab"s. 
T A student was referred for judicial 
action for the theft of a quantity of soda 
. ' ' 
action after being involved in a physical theft of an Ithaca College centennial 
altercation in a campus residence hall. banner from the north foyer of the Cam-
T A compl~nt was filed regarding the pus Center. Thetheftoccurred between 
theft of a tire a,,d wheel valued at ap- 6:15 and 7:00 p.m. on Oct 15. 
proximately $500. The items were sto- T A student employee in the Towers 
Jen from a vehicle while parked in L-lot Dining Hall filed a complaint regarding 
sometime between 10:00 a.m. and 3:30 the theft of a $70 blue-jean jacket from 
p.m. on Oct. 13. the dining hall sometime between 4:30 
T The Ithaca Fire Department re- and 8:00 p.m. on Oct. 15. 
sponded to the Health Center for a fire T A staff member reported the theft of 
alarm. Cause of the alarm was deter- an Apple Style Writer printer from an 
mined to be burnt food activating a upper-quad Office of Residential Life 
smoke detector. office. 
Monday, October 14 
T A -student was referred for judicial 
action after a-eating a disturbance and 
for the use of abusive language while at 
the Ithaca College Traffic Bureau. 
T A student was referred for judicial 
action for the theft of food from a cam-
pus dining hall. 
T A complaint was filed regarding the 
theft of approximately $412 worth of 
plants and flowers from the Hill Center. 
T Officers investigated a two-car prop-
erty damage motor vehicle accident in 
the Y-lot 
TA complaint was filed regarding dam-
age that had been done to a piano in 
practice room 104 of Ford Hall..Damage 
OC(;IJl'J'ed sometime between late Fri-
day, Oct 11 and Oct 14. 
Tuesday,.October 15 
TA student filed a complaint regarding 
damage that was caused to the student's 
vehicle while parked on campus. Two 
scratches were made on the painted 
surface of the vehicle. 
Wednesday, October 16 
TA non-student was issued an order to 
remain off the campus after the person 
was found loitering in a parking lot for an 
extended period of time with no legiti-
mate purpose for being on the campus. 
T A sbJdent filed a complaint regarding 
having received a harassing/annoying 
telephonecallonlhestudent'sresidentce 
hall room phone. 
Thursday, October 17 
T A student filed a complaint regarding 
having received a harassing/ annoying 
telephone call on the student's residence 
hall room phone. 
Safety Tip: 
Most thefts on college campuses are 
the· result of property being left unat-
tended or unsecured. Keep your room 
andvehicledoorslocked and never leave 
property (clothing, bookbags, purses, 
·cameras, etc.) unattended. 
Report all thefts to the Office of Cam-
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Open 7 days a wk: 
Mon-Sat 3pm to lam, Sun 7pm to lam 
Dally Drink Specials • Happy Hour 4pm-7pm 
· Video Games • Cork Dart Boards 
EXPLORATORY STUDENTS 
Please join us for 
the grand opening of the ... 
Exploratory Student Center 
218Muller 
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Whiskey Tango is well-known 
for its spirited exploration of Celtic 
and Hispanic tradition. Audiences 
are deeply stirred by the unrestricted 
passion of .exotic and rarely heard 
Barrio Tangos and Milongas. 
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October 30th • 9:00 p.m. 
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Personnel Services Orientation Last day to ADD/DROP Block II 
meeting, Campus Center North classes 
Meeting Room, 8:30 a.m. Protestant Community retreat -
Admis.gons Office Staff meeting, call chapel for further details 
Campus Center DeMotte Room, 9 
am. Catholic Community retreat, Ca-yuga Nature Center - call chapel 
Academic Cabinet meeting, Cam- for further details 
pus Center Conference Room, 9 Academic Policy Committee 
Subcommittee meeting, Campus 
Rape Education Committee meet- Center Conference Room, l1 am. 
a.m.-noon. 
ing, Campus Center South Meeting 
Room, 10-11 a.m. 
Centennial Committee meeting, 
Campus Center South Meeting 
Room, 11 am. 
Faculty Colloquim Series, Cam-
pus Center North Meeting Room, 
11:45 a.m. 
Dayspring Small Group session, 
Chapel Laub Room, noon. 
Career Planning and Placement 
seminar,"Senior Services," Cam-
pus Center South Meeting Room, 
noon. 
Interfaith Religious Council medi-
tation session, Muller Chapel Sanc-
tuary, noon. 
A.M.A. Executive Board meeting, 
Campus Center Conference Room, 
noon. 
Residential Life RA Recruitment 
and Selection meeting, Campus 
Center Conference Room, noon. 
Campus Life Committee meeting, 
Campus Center North Meeting 
Room, 1 p.m. 
Orientation S~ering Committee 
meeting, Campus Center South 
Meeting Room, 1: 1 S p.m. 
Committee on Aids Education and 
Policy, Campus Center Conference 
Room,4p.m. 
Biblical Viewpoint Bible Group 
meeting, Campus Center Confer-
ence Room, 5:30 p.m. 
Sigma Delta Pi/Spanish Club 
speaker, Campus Center Clark 
Lounge, 6:30-10 p.m. 
Dayspring meeting, Campus Cen-
ter North Meeting Room, 7 p.m. 
Community Service Network 
Executive Board meeting, Cam-
pus Center DeMotte Room, 7 p.m. 
Cayugan staff meeting, 7 p.m., in 
the yearbook office, Landon Hall 
basement (west end of building). 
New staff members welcome. 
International Club meeting, Cam-
pus Center DeMotte Room, 7 p.m. 
I.C. Biblical Viewpoint presents 
"Evidence for Jesus Being the 
Messiah," Textor 103, 7:30 p.m. 
Community Service Network 
meeting, Friends 301, 8 p.m. . 
Career Planning and Placement 
seminar "Graduate School De-· 
cisions," Campus Center South 
Meeting Room, noon. 
Residential Life Professional 
Staff Development meeting, Cam-
pus Center North Meeting Room, 
1-3 p.m. 
Campus Center meeting, Cam-
pus Center DeMoue Room, 2 p.m. 
Hillel Shabbat Service, Muller 
Chapel Sanctuary, 6 p.m. 
ALS Caribbean Weekend, Cam-
pus Center Clark Lounge, 7 p.m. 
Student Activities Board Films 
presents "Jacob's Ladder," 102 
Textor Hall, 7 and 9:30 p.m. 
Hillel Shabbat Dinner, Terrace 
Dining Hall, 7:15 p.m. 
Department of Theatre Arts pre-
sents A Chorus Line, Clark The-
atre, Dillingham Center, 8 p.m. 
Faculty piano recital by Mary Ann 
covert and Karen Baumann, Ford 
Hall Auditorium, 8:15 p.m. 
Student Activities Board Films 
midnight movie "The ~ocky 




Admissions Open House 
National Teachers' Examination 
Department of Theatre Arts pre-
sents "A Chorus Line, "Clark 
Theatre, Dillingham Center, 2and 
8p.m. 
Student Activities Board Films 
presents "Jacob's Ladder," 102 
Textor Hall, 7 and 9:30 p.m. 
Senior Trumpet recital by Terry 
Metzger, Ford Hall Auditorium, 
8:15 p.m. 
ALS Caribbean Weekend,Egbert 
Dining Hall, Campus Center, 10 
p.m. 
Student Activities Board Films 
·midnight movie, "The Rocky 
Horror Picture Show," 102 
Textor Hall 
Sunday, 
October ~7 Theatre Arts Department presents 
"A Chorus Line," Clark Theatre, 
Dillingham Center, 8 p.m. Catholic Community mass, 
ResidentialLifeQuadsAreameet- Chapel, 10:15 a.m., 1 and 9 p.m. 
Junior viol~ recital by Rachel 
Laubeer, Ford Hall Nabenhauer 
Room, 1 p.m. 
meeting, Campus Center Confer-
ence Room 3:30 p.m. 
Residential Life RA Training 
meeting, Campus Center Clark 
Lounge, 5:45 p.m. 
StudentActivities Board Films pre-
sents "Jacob's Ladder," 102 
Textor Hall, 2 p.m. Campus Center Managers' meet-
Tuba ensemble, Ford Hall Audito- ing, Campus Center South Meeting 
rium, 3 p.m. Room, 6 p.m. 
EXCEL meeting, Campus Center Habitat for Humanity meeting, 
Clark Lounge, 4 p.m. Campus Center DeMotte Room, 
BIG .L . La bR 6:30 p.m . • .A .A.meebng, u oom, 
Muller Chapel , 6:30 p.m. Part three of "Dice or Deity: The 
Atheist's Dilemma" on scientific 
problems of evolution, the Faith 
Bible Church, 429 Mitchell St, 7 
p.m. 
Graduate born recital by Kristen 
Heller, Ford Hall Nabenhauer 
Room, 7p.m. 
Student Activities Board Films pre-
sents "Jaws," 102 Textor Hall, 7 
and 9:30 p.m. 
Mu Phi Epsilon Fall recital, Ford 
Hall Auditorium, 8:15 p.m. 
Mu Phi Epsilon meeting, Terrace 
12A Lounge, 9 p.m. 
Monday, 
October 28 
Zeitgeist poetry, fiction, and per-
sonal non-fiction submission dead-
line; call Corey Shane at 277-7703 
for information. 
E.O.P. workshop and seminar, 
Campus Center North Meeting 
Room.noon .. 
Student Government Executive 
Board meeting, Campus Center 
Conference Room, 7 p.m. 
Parish Council meeting, Laub 
Meeting Room, Muller Chapel, 8 
p.m. 
Student Government will conduct 
a fundraising workshop, Campus 
Center Clark Lounge, 8 p.m. 
ICES meeting, Campus Center 
North Meeting Room, 8 p.m. 
BOC meeting, Campus Center 
DeMotte Room, 8 p.m. 
Drug and Alcohol Education Pro-
gr am presents "The Party," 
Emerson Suites, Campus Center, 8 
p.m. 
Zeitgeist meeting, Friends 202, 
8:15 p.m. 
Guest tuba recital by Kevin S tees, 
Ford Hall Auditorium, 8:15 p.m. 
Tuesday 
October 29 
Directors' meeting, Campus Cen-
ter South Meeting Room, 8:30 a.m. 
R.T .N.D.A.meeting,Dillingham 3, 
7p.m. 
Diversity Panel discussion, Pub/ 
coffeehouse, 7 p.m. 
Campus Crusade for Christ meet-
ing, Campus Center North Meeting 
Room, 7p.m. 
Sign Language Club meeting, 
Philips Room, MullerChapel,8 p.m. 
Student Government Association 
Congress meeting, North Meeting 
Room, 8: 15 p.m. 
Faculty saxophone and piano re-
cital by Steven Mauk and Mary Ann 
Covert, Ford Hall Auditorium, 8: 15 
p.m. 
Panel discussion on "Intermixed 




Campus C~nter and Special 
Events meeting, Campus Center 
Conference Room, 10 a.m. 
Career Planning and Placement 
seminar "Resume Writing," 
Campus Center South Meeting 
Room,3p.m. 
College 101 instructors' meeting, 
Campus Center North Meeting 
Room,3p.m. 
Human Subjects Research 
Committee meeting, Campus Cen-
ter Conference Room, 3:30 p.m. 
Opening reception for watercolor 
paintings by Sister Virginia Taylor, 
Campus Center Clarke Lounge, 4-6 
p.m. Exhibit runs Oct 30-Nov. 30. 
Overeaters' Anonymous Support 
Group meeting, Phillips Room, 
Muller Chapel, 7 p.m. Campus Ceo- · 
ter Klingenstein Lounge, 7 p.m. 
Accounting Club weekly meeting, 
Campus Center North Meeting 
Room, 7:30 p.m. 
ResidenceHallAssociation meet-
ing, Campus Center South Meeting 
Room,8p.m. 
Student Activities Board presents 
"Whiskey Tango," Pub/coffee-
house, 8 p.m. 
Health Management Association 
meeting, Campus Center DeMotte 
Room,.8:15 p~. 
C~llege Republicans meeeting, 
Fnends 203, 8:30 p.m. 
I.C. Horror Club ineeting,Friends 
308, 8:30 p.m. 
Tompkins County Alliance for 
Peace in the Middle East meets 
Wednesday's at the Presbyterian 
Church.For more information, con-
tact Jean Finley, 272-3081. 
General 
Announcements 
Part four of the video series "Dice 
or Deity: The Atheist's Dilemma" 
on the evolution plants from a Chris-
tian perspective will held on Nov. 5 
at the Faith Bible Church, 429 
Mitchell St, 7 p.m. 
Dr. Cynthia Weaver will present 
"FoodFright: VideoandDiscus-
sion about Eating Concerns" on 
Nov.4, Terrace 9, 2ndfloorlounge, 
8p.m. 
The Department of Modern Lan-
guages/Literatures is offering lan-
guage placement exams (French, 
Spanish, German) on Nov. 4 at 9 
and lOa.m.andon ~ov. 5 at3 and 
4 p.m. for students interested in 
Spring '92 lanuguage classes. Ex-
ams will be given in the Language 
Lab in Gannett Center. Mandatory 
sign-ups with Ronald Pletter at 27 4-
3295. 
1992 N.D.F.P. in Business and 
Management fellowships avail-
able to 100 students from any major 
interested in earning a doctorate in 
business· and management; must 
have taken G .R.E. in Oct or earlier; 
women and minorities encouraged 
to apply; application deadline is 
Dec. 15; contact the School ofBusi-
ness or H & S Academic Advising 
for information. 
Nominations are now being sought 
for the national "Who's Who in 
American Colleges and Universi-
ties" program;anyICfaculty,staff, 
or student may present a nomina-
tion; the 9ffice of Campus Activi-
ties is accepting nominations until 
Nov. 1 at 5 p.m. Contact the Office 
of Campus Activities at 274-3222 
for more details. H & S Course instructors' meet-
ing, Campus Center, Conference 
Room,9 a.m. 
Career Planning and Placement 
seminar "How to Find a Job," 
Campus Center South Meeting 
Room.noon. 
~ ' . -~ 
Newscene 
Biblical Viewpoint Bible Study 
_ group, Friends 207, 12:10 p.m. 
Student Activities Board Execu-
tive meeting,CampusCenterNorth 
Meeting Room, 12:15 p.m. ing, Campus Center Conference 
Room,8p.m. 
Protestant Community services,' 
Chapel Sanctuary, 11:30 a.m. Judicial Affairs Conduct Review Board meeting, Campus Center 
South Meeting Room, 1:30-6:30 
p.m. -
For the TTlost 
up,..to-date coverage of 
local, regional, -.and 
national news · 
Sign Language Club meeting, 
Philllips Room, Muller Chapel, 8 
p.m. 
Fac111ty oboe recital }?y Mark Hill, 
Ford Hall Auditorium, 8:15 p.m. 
Hillel meeting, Campus Center 
Conference Room, noon. 
Residential Life· R.A. Recruit-
ment Group process, Emerson 
Suite B, Campus Center, 1 p.m. 
Math place~ent exam, Textor 
103,4 p.m. 
Campus Center Executive Staff 
..,, 




. . . 
nominees 
lri an a~parent response to the_public outcry over the controversial 
and oftenumes shameful confinnation hearings of Judge Clarence 
Thomas ~d Robert M. ~ates, President George Bush is now proposing 
c~ge~ m the confirmation process, and the Senate will soon be 
discussmg w~ys to improve the process, as well. 
B.efore domg so, the two sides should first re-evaluate what the 
heanngs are f?r. They might discover that - at its most basic level •• 
~e ~o~auon pr~e~ sh~uld parallel the aim of a comprehensive 
Job ~terv1.ew. That rum IS simply to find the most qualified person for 
the Job bemg offered. 
. Somewhere along the line, this basic characteristic of the confirma-
tion pr?Cess ha~ been lost in a maze of political maneuvering. 
While the pnvate employer rules out the potential employee who 
falls short of the ~tandards that the employer is looking for, the federal 
g?vernment conbnues 10 promote employees who fail to meet the 
· highest standards that must accompany those government positions. 
Was Judge T!tor'!as the best person for the job as this country's next 
Supreme Court JUSbce, even before any mention of sexual harassment 
surfaced? 
. Tho~as· ~elatively short and unexceptional judicial career, com-
bmed with his often vague answers to Senate questioning during the 
initial h~ngs, clearly revealed that he was not ready for the Supreme 
Court. It IS doubtful that an accountant, for instance with similar 
limited experience in his profession would be hired ~n as a senior 
!11em~r in a p~estigiou~ ~ccounting firm; especially if, during the 
mterv1ews, he up-toed diligently around the interviewer's questions (as 
Thomas did so well in his hearings). 
In the case of Gates, who is expected to be confirmed as Director of 
the CIA within the next few weeks, President Bush has nominated a 
person who also appears less than qualified for the demanding ·office. 
Gates' involvement in the Iran-contra affair -- the issue that com-
pel~ed ~nators 10 reject his appointment to the same CIA post in 1987 
-- 1s still unclear. Moreover, CIA employees who had worked with 
Gates offered disturbing testimony regarding his ability to deal 
effectively with others in the CIA workplace. 
Although Gates· has admitted his obvious mistakes, has said that he 
learned from them, and has promised to prevent them in the future; 
Senators should look past this supposed remorse and dwell on any 
doubts about the no~inee, doubts that indicate a new candidate for the 
position must be soughL 
While Bush has nominated on the basis of political reasoning more 
than anything else, the Senate is still ultimately responsible for the 
"hiring" of those nominees. Any uncertainties revealed by a nominee in 
the hearings should cause the Senate to reject him or her -- as any 
private employer would -- and move on to a new and, hopefully, more 
qualified candidate. In the newly nominated Attorney General William 
Barr, President Bush and the Senate have yet another chance to prove 
that the confirmation process can work. 
JayTokasz 
Editorial Page Editor 
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Board member disputes editorial 
To the editor: 
As a member of the Ithaca Col-
lege Board of Trustees since 1980, 
as chair of the board's executive 
committee, and as a member of the 
board-appointed subcommittee to 
review the Faculty Handbook 
Committee's draft, I would like to 
respond to the Ithacan editorial of 
October IO to set the record straight 
relative to several factual errors 
contained therein. I do not know 
from what source Mr. Tokaszdrew 
his information, but let me share the -
following. 
The efforts to develop a faculty 
handbook at Ithaca College have 
been longstanding and have in-
volved dozens of people over the 
years. The lack of success in those 
efforts has been of serious concern 
to the board, and the subject of 
innumerab1e discussions. In the 
most recent effort, which began in 
the early '80s, it was the faculty's 
desire to have an opportunity to 
produce a draft of their own, with-
out administrative participation. We 
would have preferred a more shared 
approach but did not wish to man-
dateone. Instead, President Whalen 
has not participated in the develop-
ment of the document except to 
respond to faculty requests for his 
views on various matters; Vice 
President Ball and Provost Longin 
have attended meetings of the Fac-
ulty Handbook Committee in an 
advisory capacity only. Further, 
funds were made available to allow 
the faculty committee to. engage 
independent counsel to assist their 
efforts to develop a document. 
Our board subcommittee re-
ceived the Faculty Handbook 
Committee's draft in January 
1991.The months since have been 
devoted to a comprehensive review 
of the draft, including a lengthy 
working session with the Faculty 
Handbook Committee. This is a 
very complex document and one 
that deserves a thorough review. 
We believe that significant progress 
has been made, and we are prepar-
mg a·formal response tbr the Fac-
ulty Handbook Committee's fur-
ther consideration even as I write. 
Never in the course of this 
project's development has Presi-
dent Whalen sought, as Mr. Tokasz 
alleges, "complete amendment 
power." Amendment protocols are 
of very serious concern to the Board 
of Trustees, especially given the 
faculty's suggestion to date that the 
handbook cannot be amended with-
out faculty approval first. 
As the legally authorized gov-
erning body, we have the responsi-
bility for setting terms and condi-
tions of employment for all who 
work at Ithaca College. Like other 
governing boards, we execute that 
responsibility through the office of 
the president While we purpose-
fully seek and find extremely valu-
able faculty input on various mat-
ters, someone still has to be in 
charge, and that individual is the 
president, serving at our direction, 
under our authority. Simply put, 
whatever protocol we ultimately 
agree on must support our ability to 
fulfill our responsibility for the op-
eration of the College. 
The board has indeed consid-
ered simply imposing a faculty 
handbook. Youshouldknow,how-
ever, that in each of our discussions 
on this point, President Whalen has 
been the most vocal advocate of 
patience to allow the faculty addi-
tional time to fulfill its own plan to 
produce a draft. We believe that has 
been the most appropriate approach. 
A faculty handbook must be un-
derstood to be onlv one of several 
vehicles by which standards of eq-
uity and job performance expecta-
tions are conveyed and measured. 
The absence of a handbook does 
not imply the absence of such stan-
dards in the daily operation of this 
institution. Indeed, we believe that 
President Whalen and his adminis-
tration have done an · outstanding 
job of policy development and ex-
ecution in support of such stan-
dards, even without benefit of an 
approved handbook. 
Finally, I would just note my 
disappointment at Mr. Tokasz's 
failure to present at least an accu-
rately informed view, if not a bal-
anced view. While members of the 
faculty and the administration, as 
well as members of this board, will 
naturally disagree about various 
matters along the way, I believe 
that we all share a hope and a deter-
mination to bring the handbook 
project to a successful conclusion. 
Presentations such as that of the 
Ithacan editorial are both irrespon-
sible and damaging to those efforts. 
David W. Sass 
Board of Trustees 
IC neglects its art department 
To the editor: 
Since my last letter 10 the editor 
about the art department (~ last 
semester's final issue), I have gath-
ered much knowledge. Art depart-
ment, you _ask? Yes, there is one 
and it's buried under the locker 
room in Cerrache. It is the would-
have-been garage space that no one 
notices. I would like to share my 
gathered information. 
The art department budget for 
one year is less than President 
Whalen's yearly salary. Renova-
tions of Cerrache--which will not 
. necessarily improve the art depart-
ment or give it more space~-won't 
becompl~tedforanothertwo years. 
The Coke machine is upstairs in 
the men 'slockerroom because more 
men go through there everyday, 
and women go through the art de-
partment A lot of garbage, if you 
ask me. 
_ I had the privilege of being in-
vited to lunch with President 
Whalen on October 2 along with 
otherswdents. He informed me that 
there are at least three departments 
ahead of ·art for any real form of 
help. He went on 10 tell me that no 
one cares-or is interested in the arts. 
And neither is he, but he didn't say 
so specifically. He has never been 
to an art opening. 
I don't mean to single out Presi-
dent Whalen; I do want to point out 
how the whole college ignores the 
arts. Art shapes and bends society, 
creating changes in people.actions, 
the present and the future. 
Have you ever liked or disliked 
a painting? This is a basic example, 
but it proves that art isaccesibleand 
touches people. An is everywhere, 
but here. It is about time Ithaca 
College recognized that there is 
quality art here, and did something 
to promote it, instead of cramming 
it into less than adequate spaces. 
Becky Marshall 
Art '92 
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'A Chorus Line' 
indulges expression 
Musical integrates singing, dancing and character 
By Angela Chatterton 
Ithaca College has pi:-oved on many 
separate occasions that its students can sing, 
dance and act With an outstanding delivery 
of Michael Bennett's A Chorus Line, the 
Theater Department now shows us they can 
master all three at the same time and remain 
in character. 
The musical has a relatively simple plot. 
A director is holding auditions for four male 
and four fem ale dancers in his chorus line. 
What makes this idea different, and very 
relevant to Ithaca College, is that we get to 
know each of the 17 callbacks personally, by 
the end of the day's audition. 
Like college students, they are trapped in 
a holding pen between two worlds. They 
have worked very hard to get to these audi-
tions, where they stop and reflect on their 
achievements, or failures. Meanwhile, they 
fight for a position in the "real world," the 
working world. 
EmmetKaiser's excellentlightingchoices 
show the contrast between the struggle for 
individuality amidst the unity of their en-
deavor. The callbacks have egotistical as-
sumptions that they are alone, so each has a 
soft spotlight while in line. Kaiser subtly 
exercises his control by using a harsh light to 
draw our eyes to any point on the stage-- even 
when the downstage action appears to be 
more prevalent 
Richard Chambers also controls our in-
terpretation by providing us with a distorted 
mirror as part of the minimalistic set. The 
dancers see who they want to be in this 
mirror, but in combination with the lighting, 
they appear jumbled and confused. 
I REVIEW I 
who, in a tank-top and leotard, accentual~ as 
much of her female anatomy as possible. 
Costumes soon become an unnoticed second 
skin on the vulnerable auditionees, as we are 
forced to look to their words and actions for 
hints of their persona. Even then, their true 
identities are hard to find. 
The finest example of this lies in the sultry 
Sheila, played unrelentlessly by Marcy Zieve. 
She wears an extremely low-cut body suit, 
maintains a fierce, sexy attitude and is only 
seen in the brief, chilling re-creation of- her 
childhood dream found in "At the Ballet" 
Maggie (Patricia Haug) and Bebe (Kristen 
Pre ff er) join Sheila, sharing similar life expe-
riences through an unbalanced, but undeni-
ably beautiful harmony. 
Most of the 17 can be defined by their 
stance on the stage's white· line. Jennifer 
Myers shows us that her character, Judy, is 
nervous and flighty by twisting her arms 
behind her back and curving one of her legs 
inward as she talks. The craft in this portrayal 
comes in that Myers maintains her compo-
sure when asked to step back into line. All 17 
take on their characters' identities and suc-
cessfully hold onto them in all aspects of the 
performance. 
As Val (Caroline McMahon) infonns us 
in her sassy delivery of "Dance: Ten~ Looks: 
11).ree," looks are everything. The attire of 
each dancer indicates some individual per-
sonality. The unfeminine Connie (Meghan 
Murphy) in pants, is in direct contrast to Val 
In A Chorus Line, singing, dancing and 
acting are very closely linked. It is primarily 
a dance audition, but the callbacks show us 
their character in a different way. With the 
exception of Kristine (Wendy Dann), every-
one who auditions sings very well. In "Sing!" 
Dann and Jesse Bush (Kristine's husband, 
Al) undertake the challenge of proving to us 
just how badly Kristine sings. This is difficult 
to do convincingly because it is often harder 
for a good singer to sing off-key than for a bad 
singer to sing one right note. 
See 'Chorus Line,' page 11 Ithacan / Greg Hollmann 
On the line: 'Chorus Line' dancers llne up during Monday 's opening performance. 
--· .... ·--·-----------··· --------Ithacan/Greg.Hollmann 
Ken 'Hipple' Barber shows off his self-made tattoo In his tattoo 
parlor, The Scarlet Tear. 
Tattoo you .. Body illustration continue~ 
• to unmask stereotypes 
By Kevin Lewis 
Strange, multi-colored designs 
and numerous photos displaying 
variously patterned body parts cover 
the walls. Across the room, a snake 
lies in a case. Heavy metal music 
cuts through the smoky air. This is 
The Scarlet Tear. Ithaca's only li-
It is universally agreed 
that there is some pain 
involved -- just how 
mu_c~ is a matter of 
opznzon. 
censed tattoo parlor. painting to hang on your wall. You 
The Scarlet Tear has been in walk around with it for the rest of 
business since June. Theownerand your life. I like that. 
·tattoo artist is 22-year-old Ithaca No matter who I do a tattoo on, 
native Ken "Hippie" Barber. Bar- they are going to remember me for 
ber, with his stocky build and his the rest of their life." The profit 
longshaggyblondehair,looksalot motive and immortality, isn't that 
like the heavy metal musician he is why everyone goes into business? 
in his spare time. It does not stretch Perhaps a tattoo shop isn't so far out 
the imagination to picture him giv- after all. 
ing a tauoo. The image that comes immedi-
"I got in trouble a while back. I ately to mind when thinking of 
had to spend l0daysinjail.Oneof people who get tattoos is one of 
the guys in there was a tattoo artist burly leather clad men on motor-
He showed me some of his draw- cycles. "I get a lot of college stu-
ings, what he had done to himself. dents. Three guys from a fraternity 
and told me how to get the guns. came down today, said there would 
That's how I got started," Barber bemorecomingdown too.ICfoot-
said. He has been giving tattoos for . ball players have been getting them, 
abouttwoandah~yearsnow. ~e and IC lacrosse players." 
hasthreetattoosh1mself,andhedid _Tattooing may seem like some 
them all. fonn of male bonding. Not so says 
Barber gave two reasons for go- Barber, "I probably do more girls 
ing into such a unique. business. [sic) than I do guys." -
"Money," he said. ''And I love art. · There are many factors to con-
For somebody to get a piece of my sider when getting a tattoo. The 
art on them._it's not_liK.e buying a .firstiswhatdesigntoget.lfnathing 
on the walls of the Scarlet Tear is 
appealing, Brian "Space" Bankcroft 
is on hand to help out. 
Bankcroft sketches the pictures 
that Barber applies, and can work 
with a customer to create a special 
design. He also does airbrushing on 
the side. 
After choosing a tattoo, the next 
important consideration is where to 
putit.Peoplecertainlycancome up 
with some creative places. "Last 
week I did a rose coming down a 
girl's [sic] ear. I've done them in 
the mouth. No penis ones yet," 
Barber said. 
According to Barber, some of 
the more popular areas togetmarked 
are the upper thigh and arm for 
men; women prefer more discreet 
places like their buttocks. Not that 
it matters to Barber, to him "It's just 
another piece of skin." What tattoo 
to get and where is not a decision to 
make lightly. A tattoo, unlike a bad 
haircut, is forever. 
· . Tattoos are permanent because 
the pigment is injected under the 
(irst layer of skin. When the skin 
heals over the tattooed area, the 
image becomes "part of the skin •. 
Toe ink is administered through 
. a hollow needle in the tauoo gun. 
The gun worb in a way that is 
, See 'TattOQS,' page.13 
... _ .... , - ', 
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Exploiting a cappella 's creative potential 
Ever-increasing 
success takes IC's 
Five ~en· Out by 
surprise; campus 
enjoys the group's 
creativity 
By Sydney Lipez 
From the opening song, "Rock Around 
the Clock" to the end of their second encore, 
"Istanbul," the all-male a cappella singing 
group Five Men Out had the complete at-
tention of their audience for their first on-
campus concert this year. 
Sophomore member Jason Maniscalco 
described the crowd as the best they'd had. 
Maniscalco is joined by the other four group 
members, junior Dennis Delgado, senior 
Andy Beck and sophomores Al~ Naplan 
and Rob Flood. 
The group went through about40 possible 
names before choosing Five Men Out, ac-
cording to Naplan. "We stuck them· on a 
black board in Ford Hall and started elimi-
nating." -Actually, it was·not until about an 
hour and a half before their first concert'that · · 1 Ithacan , Chris 1:3urke 
they· changed the name that they had.finally Five Men OUt In performance at Phllllps Hall over Parents' Weekend. 
decided on ·to Five Men OoL Naplan said, 
"Noneofuscanrememberwhocameupwith began, they got their first professional gig. 
it, but we all liked iL" So it stuck. · They perfonned at a departmental party 
Flood and Maniscalco were both in. four thrown by the IC theater department at the 
person do-wop groups in ·high- school and · Holiday Inn:·They sa1:1g 11 songs. many of 
knewthattheyeitherwantedtostartoneatIC which were from Maniscalco's high school 
or getinvolvedinanexisting group. From his group. 
experience;·Maniscaico kJiew that five was The members are all surprised by the 
the best number of voices to have for an a- success that they have had. "I thought we'd 
cappella.singing group. "It's best to have four · get popular; ·-that people· would like us. I 
back-ups and a lead. Sometimes six is too didn't think we'd get this big." Flood said. 
many," he explained. · Beck was a little more surprised. "I was 
One week into last year. the group was- afraid.Ididn'tknowifpeoplewouldlikeus." 
formed. Only a week and a half after they · There is no longer any question as to 
proudly presents ... ~·· 
with special guests 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27 
at 8 p.m. 
BAILEY HAVL, CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
TICKETS ON SALE NOW! 
$13/$15 for CU students 
(2 tickets per ID) 
AT WILLARD STRAIGHT HALL 
$15/$17 for the General Public 
Available at Willard Straight Hall Ticket Office 
Rebop Records, Ithaca Compact Disc 
and all Ticketmaster outlets (1-800-382-8080) 
Sponsored in part by Student Assembly 
whether or not they are liked. They are re-
quested toperformeverything from serenades 
to birthday parties to elementary and high 
school perfonnances, and of course, here on 
the IC campus. 
"For what we're doing, this style is best," 
said Maniscalco and went on to explain that 
people of all ages can enjoy this music. "El-
ementary school kids love it, the elderly love 
it, and college kids really get into it" 
"OfFiveMen Out's 35 song repertoire, 98 
percent of the arrangements are our own." 
explainedNaplan. At the pub Saturday night. 
Chorus Line 
Continued from page 10 
Dann' s tones are appropriately painful to 
our ears in contrast to Bush's soothing bari-
tone. giving us a believably bad perf onnance. 
In a production where it is easy to take terrific 
singing for granted. Kristine is a piercing 
reminder that it doesn't came naturally to all. 
RoseAnn Chiavetta's character. Diana, 
far exceeds where Kristine is lacking. 
Chiavetta completely captivates us with the 
powerful delivery of "Nothing" and then 
awards us another treasure, as the lead in 
"What I Did for Love." 
The overwhelming stage presence of Joe 
Calarco leaves us begging for a full song solo 
from his character. Paul. Instead, we are 
teased with Paul's verse in "I Hope I Get It," 
intrigued by his monologue and as crushed as 
the director, Zach, when we have to lose him. 
Some of the finest students from the School 
of Music fonn an orchestra under the musical 
direction of Richard Montgomery. Mont-
gomery challenges the strength of the cast's 
voices with his interpretation of the up-beat 
score. In sections where the action is con-
fused or the melody is low, some of the words 
are lost in the battle. 
As dance is a constant counterpart to song. 
we also get to celebrate the talent of many 
performances, including those by David 
Villella (Mike). Michael Colby (Dor.) and 
Lisa Albright (Cassie). It seems as if the 
Theater Deparonent has been waiting for an 
opportunity to show us just how much danc-
ing talent it has. 
Under the direction and choreography of 
Mary Corsaro, dance more than equals the 
singing standards set by past IC musicals. 
Corsaro arranged all of the numbers, and 
based the finale and opening jazz combina-
tion on the original Broadway production. 
The results are complex, scattered images in 
soul-searching scenes. combined with dra-
matically unified patterns for the audition 
process. 
In all instances. the support of Larry (Jack 
they did perf onn one. of their own original 
songs, "Singin' to the Oldies" but as 
Maniscalco pointed out, "People hire us for 
the old stuff." 
Five Men Out has no manager, and there 
is no leader among the five of them. "We're 
all in charge -- that's the funny thing." Beck 
said. They all seemed to agree that this works 
out very well. There's a lot of experimenting 
and a lot of compromising. 
On average, Five Men Out rehearses about 
five hours each week. If a concert is coming 
up, it is usually more. Generally, this five 
hours weekly is comprised of two late nights 
(10-12:30). 
Since all of the group members are music 
or musical theater majors, and have busy 
schedules. this is usually the only time that 
they are all available to rehearse. The two 
nights a week that they get together and 
rehearse are a way to get away from the 
pressme and get involved in the "lighter 
side" of music. 
In addition to their perfonnances i~ the 
Ithaca area, Five Men Out also tours exten-
sively. This semester, Five Men Out is 
scheduled to perform at schools in Elmira. 
Trumansburg and Syracuse. Over fall break 
they performed at schools in New Jersey. In 
;,etween some of these school performances 
they will also be appearing in a large com-
munity concert 
Since the group began. Five Men Out's 
popularity has grown dramatically each se-
mes~r. Last year they did 60 concerts, only 
22ofwhich were in thefrrstsemester. One of 
their on-campus concerts last. year was a 
Valentine's Day dinner in Emerson Suites, 
By Reservation Only. · 
As a four-and-a-half-year student, Beck 
will still be here next fall. After that, who 
knows what the future holds for this group. 
Naplan said. ''Eventually, he'll have to be 
replaced, as will all of us. Or who knows, 
maybe we'll be discovered and it will no 
longer be an Ithaca College group." 
Like college students, they are 
trapped in a holding pen be-
tween two worlds ... they fight 
for a position in the real 
world. 
Sigoume) as the dance trainer/coach is essen-
tial. He is a safety net for the dancers as well 
as a model to keep an eye on. Sigoume fills 
this role completely, remaining a quiet pres-
ence to the side whose strong yet fluid mo-
tions can never be ignored. 
Some of the characters have to cross men-
tal barriers to pass the audition. Diana says, 
"I'll act. I'll perfonn but I can 'tjust talk". But 
talking is exactly what Zach wants,as he calls 
Cassie in for a private conference. This is 
where the department's acting ability is put 
to the test. Albright, as the overqualified. out-
of-work dancer. Cassie, passes with flying 
colors. 
Through intense dialogue with Zach. we 
see Cassie's struggle for a place in his chorus 
and a neutral place back in his life. Zach 
meets her intensity as a failed director/failed 
lover in their relationship. His motivations 
are clear from his perch in the dark audito-
ri um, but even more as the on-stage. 
unyielding driving force when it seems the 
da'lcers cannot give anymore. 
After the gruelling process where all 17 
have shown distinct personalities, the reality 
of the audition sets in. Zach must choose less 
than half of them to blend together as "One." 
The lighting comes up to a full, equal level, a 
golden, flashy piece talces the place of the 
distorted mirror, and the cast is unified by 
cosnime to make a spectacular declaration of 
the theme: We're all very different, but we 're 
all in it together. 
A Chorus Line is an insightfully appro-
priate, highly successful choice to celebrate 
and commemorate Ithaca College's centen-
nial year. 
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'New Moon' illuminates James Taylor's growth 
By Dave Metzler 
James Taylor is back with a vengence. 
After a three year hiatus, Sweet Baby James 
has returned with one of the best albums of 
his career. New Moon Shine finds Taylor at 
his artistic peak musically, lyrically and 
creatively. . 
Taylor's voice sounds better than ever on 
his latest effort After more than 20 years, he 
is no worse for the wear. Taylor's singing 
seems to have matured; his vocals are some-
what deeper and richer than on earlier clas-
sics. 
Thisisdue, in part, toimprovedrecording 
techniques and the advent of digital sound. 
But more than that, Taylor has become more 
comfortable with his voice, no longer 
oversinging, but rather allowing his vocals to 
flow naturally without exaggeration. 
Musically, Taylor has grown significantly 
in the ~t decade •. This growth began on 
Never Die YoungandhascontinuedonNew 
Moon Shine. Taylor~s trademark has tradi-
tionally been his voice and his acoustic guitar 
playing. Consequently, much of his work has 
consisted oflittle more than these two facets, 
with drums added occasionally. 
New Moon Shine is marked not only by a 
more predominant use of percussion.Electric 
guitar, piano and even synthesizers find their 
way into many of the songs. The result is the 
most diverse album of Taylor's career. 
Several songs have a much stronger rock 
!REVIEW I 
and roll sound than is generally associated 
with Taylor. "Slap Leather," oneof theinost 
rock and roll sounding songs ever performed 
byTaylor,echoes,surprisingly,ElvisPresley. 
The softer tracks more of ten associated 
with Taylor also benefit from his discovery 
of the electronic age. These songs, most 
notably "Native Son," have a much more 
polished and finished sound than any of 
Taylor's past work. 
A common criticism of Taylor has been 
that his bare bones songs sound flat on record 
and cannot be fully appreciated Wltil they are 
heard live. This album, with itsmeatiel."sound, 
can quickly put such criticisms to rest. 
Inspiration runs through every song of 
New Moon Shine. Like all of Taylor's work 
this album is very introspective. Taylor's 
songs stem directly from his personal life, his 
feelings and beliefs. This timeTaylor has got 
a lot on his mind. 
"Native Son," is an expression of the Gulf 
War's effect on recently returned soldiers, 
and is perhaps the album's best track. It calls 
for the soldier to put the war behind him and 
to move on with life. The song is very moving 
and has some of the most straight forward 
lyrics Taylor has ever written, "Mount up/ 
Move On/Damn thedarkness,speed thedawn/ 
They lost, we won/fry to find your way back 
home." 
"Slap Leather" is the most openly an!?)' 
Taylor has been, criticizing the false patno-
tism and greed of the Reagan and Bush eras. 
It comments on everything from the Gulf 
War to phone sex. The song is sarcastic in 
tone and has an anger not typical of Taylor. 
While "Slap Leather" points out the perils 
of today's society, "Shed a Little Light" 
opens with an a capella chorus, which offers 
a solution to these problems: "Let us tum our 
thoughts today/To Martin Luther King/And 
recognize that there are ties between us/ All 
men and women/Living on the earth/fies of 
hope and Jove." The events of the last three 
years have had a profound influence on 
Taylor, sparking inspiratioµ and creativity. 
Of course, the album has its share of love 
songs. No one writes about love lost and love 
missed like Taylor. "Down In the Hole" and 
"(I've Got To) Stop Thinkin' 'Bout That" 
both deal with love losL Both songs are 
extrordinary and transcend the cliches asso-
ciated with the genre. 
In "Down In the Hole," living under-
ground serves as a metaphor for losing love. 
The chorus reads: "Down in the hole/LOrd · 
it's deep and the sides are steep/And the 
nights are long and cold/Down in.the hole/ 
Light and Jove and the world above/Mean 
nothing to the mole.'' 
In "(I've Got To) Stop Thinkin' 'Bout 
That," an upbeat melody provides irony to 
lyrics, about a man trying to stop thinking 
about losing the woman he loved. Taylor is 
one of the few artists in contemporary popu-
. 1ar music whose lyrics can be categori7.ed as 
poetty. 
Unlike many of his peers, Taylor writes 
lyrics which can bei solated and enjoyed in 
and of themselves. This is true of "(I've Got 
To)StopThinkin' 'BoutThat:"Onesummer 
night in afield of wheat/God's sweetlantems 
hanging in the sky/Moving lights on your 
tiny feet/I knew I had to love you till the day 
l die." 
It is this poetry. meshed with Taylor's 
distinct and matured voice and acoustic gui-
tar, that have made Taylor so successful. 
Ethnic musical 
instnunentsfrom 
Africa, Asia, and 
the Americas. LONDON CALLING 
MPOIUS 
BOOTIQUE 
Dewitt Mall 277·3780 




130 Ithaca Commons 
273-7231 
Mon.-Wed. & Sat 10-5:30 
Th. & Fri. 'til 9 
Sun. 11-4 







ITHACA COLLEGE LONDON CENTER 
British and international facurty teach business, communications, humanities, 
mathematics/natural sciences, music, and social sciences. Special features.include 
internships and excursions. Full Ithaca College credit awarded. 
REMINDER: 
Orie_ntation for Spring 1992 
.Saturday, November 2· 
10:00 a.m.-12:00 
Emerson Suites 
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EE~ COSTUffiE -RENTALS 
WIGS • MAKE-UP • MASKS 
THIS. YEAR - These one-of-a-kind rental costumes 
'Fink' reels the senses 
a re tor sale as well as for rent. 
LOCALLY OWNED :-OPEN ALL YEAR (jJ · Dark comedy centers around early Hollywood 
C9STUffiES & PU · ETS, ETC 
604 E. Buffo.lo St. 272_5622 
. ltho.co. NY 14850 
Weekends Sing Along 
With Player Piano 
STEAKS ;PRIME.RIB LOBSTER 
SEAFOOJ>•CHI(:KEN •:LAMB . 
.. -· ·DUCK• SPECIALS· . 
' :·· . ,• 
• . . COCICTAILS {WPORTED & 
---=- .-~-; ._:- """'·~=---:;:._: ·, ' DQMESTIC.BEER& WINES 
mtDID '-IVDRJ DINNER 6PM TUES-SAT I llD IJ JIJ Call (607) 539-7724 
wn SlaU=villc Rd. RI. 19-S milco Eut or llhaca 
I 
Apartments or Houses 
&Juth Hill 
(1-14 people) 
NEWLY RENOVATED: carpetin8, 
dishwasher. contemporary furni-
ture, laundry. off-street parking 
Negqtiable Qents 
Call 272-3389 or 257-4164 
By Kevin Lewis 
Barton Fink, Barton Fink, Barton 
Fink -- the name reverberates 
through the brain long after leaving 
the theater-- it's an annoying name. 
Barton Fink is a pitch black com-
edy that isn't all that funny. It does, 
however, contain some wonderful 
perfonnances. 
Directed and produced respec-
tively by brothers Joel and Ethan 
Cohen, this film swept the Cannes 
Film Festival by being the first 
movie in the festival's history to 
win Best Actor, Director and Best 
Film awards. 
The story centers around a 
writer's-blocked-screenwriter who 
is lured from Broadway to Holly-
wood by easy money. Hollywood 
in its studio system glory days of 
the 1930s, had stables of writers to 
tum out piles of schlocky scripts, 
but they wanted "quality" writers to 
givethemanairofJegitimacy. Enter 
Barton Fink. 
It is easy to see why John 
Turturro as Barton Fink nabbed the 
best actor prize. He brings sympa-
thy and likability to a difficult and 
distant character. 
Fink is an "artist." He sees writ-
ing as a passion, not a profession. 
These standoffish qualities could 
have kept the role an unlikable one. 
Turturro overcomes this obstacle 





The Ithacan rates movies from 1 
to 10, wfth10 being the best. 
Even more impressive than 
Turturro is John Goodman as 
Charlie Meadows, a sinister insur-
ance salesman. Meadows is next 
door neighbor to Barton in their 
seedy hotel.Goodman plays the 
beefy, salesman next door cum se-
rial killer convincingly -- he plays 
the part of a menace as well as he 
does the common man role he usu-
ally plays. 
The supporting cast is also a joy. 
Michael Lerne is wonderful as Jack 
Lipnick, the bearlike, psychotic stu-
dio executive who is looking for a 
picture with " ... that Barton Fink 
feeling." 
John Mahoney is Bill Mayhew, 
another blocked screenwriter in 
Lipnick's employ and Barton's 
hero. Mahoney creates a sadly en-
dearing portrait of a jaded alcoholic 
who was once a great writer. 
_JudyDavisisAudrey,thehoney-
tongued southern masochist who 
does everything for Bill. Davis wins 
PurlgiE·s Pi33a 
272-7100 
New Student Discounts To 
New York City & Long Island! 
Ithaca Travel Center• 710 State St.• 277-8800 
©JHORTI.JNE® 
TAN~zu 
SUN TAN CENTER ~ 
® We Deliver The 1'astest And r r \~. · '.Darf<.est Tan In Town I • Come Tan With Us ! _. 
* Single Facial Bed * Triple Facial Bed 
6 Session $36 6 Sessions $42 
WOLFF TANNING BEDS 
M-F SAM - 9PM 272-5598 
Sat 9AM - 5PM 609 w. Clinton St. 
Sun SAM - 3PM -




211 Elmira Rd. 
We Deliver! 
the audience's heart as well as 
Barton's. That the movie does not 
treat her better is a shame. 
Both the story and the cinema-
tography are much too obvious. The 
characters are all well-acted, but 
never make it that far beyond ste-
reotypes. 
The symbolism in the plot is all 
but underlined. (Charlie Meadows' 
constantearinfectionrunning stuff 
resembling Barton's slimy wallpa-
per paste is a reference to the related 
evils of Charlie, the hotel, and 
Hollywood in general.) And the 
comedy, what little there is, is cli-
che. (The elevator man may as well 
havebeencartooncharacterDroopy 
Dawg.) 
The technical aspects of the cin-
ematography are fine but showier 
than a Las Vagas nightclub act 
With so much camera movement it 
· is hard not to get dizzy. Director of 
Photography Roger Deakins cer-
tainly knows his stuff, but he needn't 
make that fact quite so evident to 
the audience -- enough slow zooms 
already! 
This is not a film for most audi-
ences. The story is bizarre and dis-
concerting. The comedy is heavy, 
and darkness threatens to overcome 
the theater. Barton Fink wants to 
create art for everyday people. The 
film aspires to the same ideals but 
ultimately falls shon. 
Tattoos--
continued from page 10 
similar to a sewing machine. Inside 
the gun are two magnets, with a bar 
suspended between them. When the 
operator presses the foot pedal the 
bar makes a connection and the ink 
is released. Barber uses one and 
three-needle guns for the tattoo out 
line and a 14-needle gun for shad-
ing and coloring. 
The increase in pain is not expo-
nential to the number of needles in 
a· gun. It is universally agreed that 
there is some pain involved in get-
ting a tattoo -- just how much is a 
matterof opinion. Barber said, "You 
can tell where the tattoo will be 
more painful bypinchingyourself." 
The Scarlet Tear is located at 
330 W. State St It's open noon to 7 
p.m. Monday through Saturday. 
Even if you don't want a tattoo, you 
could do what some interested stu-
dents have done, and stop by to visit 
Set, Barber's pet Bunnese python. 
"Some of 'em stop by the pet 
store and pick up a rat so they ~ 
watch him eat" Don't worry, he 
isn't big enough to eat humans. 
[>·, 
.. 
. , ' 
., 
.! 
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City Slickers-Thurs. at WSH, Frankie and Johnny-Daily at 7, 
7:30; Fri. & Sat. at Uris, 9:30; sun. 9:30; Sat. & Sun. at 2, 9:30 
at WSH, 8 Necessary Roughness- Daily at 
Fantasia- Thurs. at WSH, 1 O; 
Fri. at Uris, 12 (Midnight}; Sat. at 
Uris, 6:45; Sun. at WSH, 4:30; 
Mon. at Wsh, 6:50 . 
em and Ted's Excellent Adven-
ture- Sun. at Uris, 12 (Midnight); 
Tues. & Wed. at WSH, 1 0 
Chameleon Street- Fri. at WSH, 
9:45; Sat. at WSH, 9:15. 
FALL CREEK 
phone 272-1256 
Uranus- Daily at 7:15, . 
9:30; Sat and Sunday at 
2:15, 4:30 
Dead Again-Daily at 2:15, 
7:15 
7:15, 9:30; Sat. & Sun. at 2, 7:15 & 
9:30 
Night of the Living Dead- Original 
film; Thursday, Oct. 31 at midnight. 
CINEMAPOLIS 
phone 272-1256 
Barton Fink- Daily at 7:45, 9:30; 
Sat. & Sun. at 2:15, 4:30 
Slacker- Daily atrt 7:20, 9:35; Sat. 
& Sun. at 2:20, 4:35 
The Commitments- Thursday, 
Oct. 24 only, at 7:15, 9:25 
SABWEEKEND 
MOVIES 
, phone 274-3383 
fhe Commltm,nts- Daily at 4:25, 
Jacob's Ladder- Fri. & Sat. at 7, 
9:30; Sun. matinee at 2 -
9:45 · .. 
Llvln' Large- Daily at 7:20, 9:35; 
Sat. & Sun at 2:20, 4:35 
_Rocky Horror Picture Show- Sat. 
& ~un. aJ midnight 
Jaws- Sun. at 7 & 9 
The Perfect Present 
~NIM!P.ll. 
eflWR~C'fi OHS 
Nothing But Stuffed Animals 
108 Dryden Rd .t Collegetown 
273 - 4857 • We Deliver 
Increase \bur G.l?A. 
Dine-in or Canyout 
• 344EhniraRd. 
272-8233 
2301 N. J'rlphammer Rd. 
257-2778 
(Great Pim Average) 
For Deli\'en• or Ca out 
Clinton West Pim 
609 w Clinton Smet 
277-6777 
==-Si-1232 Wnmptbai,d~atlhadel'MrY unit only. 
-----------·--------
• Large Cheese $" - • i lr!rn1 I ,.99 ! 
I · · · . ....tlill.. I .·· 
I 6 Goad on Dine-~. Offer Expires 1l/J4/91 llln»_p .· I . · 
October 24, 1991 
New .gallery boosts 
community artists 
Local businessman provides showroom display 
space, volunteers counteract contribution void 
By Carolyn Valtos sion when it is sold. One artist, 16 year-old 
As state and federal contributions for the artist John Lewis, has some work on display 
arts decrease, Ithaca community volunt.eers that he plans to keep. 
have decided to do something about it. A Although the gallery opened Oct. 11, 
local businessman has provided local artists Lewissaidheisverypleased with the amount 
with space for a new gallery. · of success so far. The opening reception 
The Ithaca society needs arts "for vi- receivedmanydonationsfromareawineries, 
brance," and it is "absolutely worthy" .ac- groceries. restaurants and musicjans to start 
cording to Sharon Cappiello. coordinator for off the gallery's beginning. 
the new gallery, located above Holley's de- IC junior Kelly Kernan, an English major 
partment store on the Commons .. Cappiello with an an history minor, volunreers at the 
said that the arts in Ithaca need a catalyst to new gallery and she considers the job well 
heighten community awareness. worth it for the experience. She said she 
The recent opening of One More Gallery meets alotof interestingpeopleincludingthe 
is .. in the rough," meaning e~tly what it artists and people who com~. to visit the 
implies. This gallery gives artists a chance to gallery. , · 
expose their work to the public. The artists Becausethegalleryisnon-profit,projects 
themselveshavenofunding,and thekeypoint dependonfurid-raisersforcontinuedsuccess; 
of the non-profit gallezy is to increase the OnFridayOct25at6:30p.m.,aconcertwill 
community's awaren~ of the arts. be open to the public. The. perfonners of 
Stu and Ruth Lewis donated 2,000 square original works include cellist Sera Smolin, 
feetaboveHolley'sonlheCommonsbecause guitarist Carol.Arovino·and vocalist Marie 
. itisacenttalplaceforalltoenjoytheariwork. · Bums of the :Sums Sisters. There is no ad-
Thegallery'scurrentshow"ArtintheRotigh" mission fee, 1:tufdonations are accep~. _ 
. runs from OcL 11 to Nov .11 andincludesteri . The riew gallery is open to the public 
. local artists, who Cappiello calls "an ~lectic Wednesday through Saturday 2 to 5 p.m. and 
bunch,"withwotkrangingftomphotography, TuesdaysandFridays5to8p.m.Studentsare 
paintings and drawings to sctllpture and encouraged to_vo~unreer ~cesand to visit 
furniture. , the gallery.~ gallery' welcomes any sug-
Local artists pay a certain amount to dis- gestions so it can continue its efforts in sup-
play their work. and they receive· commis- pon of the arts Ile~. in Ithaca. 
PrasentCOlf10l\wf1en~ .a.~perorderat~PimHutt> C;afui:!!W _,.. • · 
I . Restauraru. Not vaW~  wth aruthat Pim H!i~offer. linhd · · · I ; deivefyarea. QlrdriVefl'*')'IIOl!IOl8thall$20.00. .-. · · . . • ' _______________ .. __________ _ 
•.......... ~ ....... ~ .. 
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The 'World Tour' Continues .... 
DAYS· 
PARTY 
••• FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25th ••• 
••• 9pm - lam••• 
••• The Bomb Shelter••• 
$3 with your Senior Card - be sure to bring it!!! 
,r: \:_ . . . - -
SENIOR SEMI FOR 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8TH 
9pm - lam 
at the· Sheraton 
Tickets will be on sale November 4th thru November 8th in the 
Campus Center. 
- J 
J· .. . 
Seniors may purchase two tickets with their ID. 
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CALVIN & HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON 
MWWEEEA. iWEEAAWI 
W1i\-\ p,, t>Rlt« OF- t<\AC-S\C, 








I T\-\IN\'- I'M \lS\~G TOO 
SiROl'-lG A S\)~ SC.Rtrn. 
October 24, 1991 
THE fAR SIDE 
By 
GARY LARSON 
"You gotta help me, Mom. . . . This assignment is 
due tomorrow, and Gramps doesn't understand the 
new tricks." 
<Cl 1991 Ul'IIYITSal Press SyncJate 
Professor Glickman, the lab practical joker, deftly 
places a single drop of hydrochloric acid on the 
back of Professor Bingham's neck. 
OUTLAND . ..........~ By BERKELEY BREATHED 
~/JV/tr~ 1 ~J?.f. .. flt1ff~ 
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PERSONALS 
Megan, Megan, Kendra, Laura, 
Kristen, OP & CHRIS-
After ... that laugh & two sorta high 
fives, Emotions {the song) and 14 
hours ... Fab_ulous Flight Airlines 
would like to thank you for flying. 
Please fly Again! 
Love,Sepp 
E.C. Crew '91-
Time Tes~Did somebody say 
time tests 
???? 
(12 Days and Counting) 
Matt M. in T12-
You have a sexy smile and look 
damn good in Soccor shorts! 
I5o you know who I am? 
DaveM.-
You're the cutest co-president 
around! 
Can I be your first lady? 
M.- -
'Miracle' on 111 Blair St? 
Love,J. 
Lynn-
A new understanding. Ain't love 
grand? 
W. Gage Teague 
FOR RENT 
Apt for Rent 
New 3 bedroom, 2 baths, furnished, 
3 blocks Commons, unique energy 
efficient. $250/room plus. 533-
7324, 277-6260. 
Now Renting for 1992-1993 
School Year- Hudson Street, 
Hillview Place, Prospect Street 2-
15 bedroom apartments-available 
by apartment or rent whole house. 
Allapartmentsfumished,mosthave 
off-street parking. 273-5370. 
Attention Fraternities or Sorori-
ties Renting for 1992-1993 school_ 
year- 30 bedroom building-fur-
nished with laundry and off-street 
parking. Call 277-5576 Monday -




Renting f OJ," 1992/1993 school 
year- Brand new 5 bedroom luxury 
apartments. Completely furnished, 
off-street parking, laundry, and in-
tercom security system. Call 277-
5576 or 273-5370. 
For '92-'93: 3 bedroom apt or 6 
bedroom house. 2 full bath and 2 
kitchen. 2 Laundry. 6 parking 
spaces.Call272-1131, 11 a.m. -11 
p.m. 
3 BEDROOM LOVELY FUR-
NISHED APARTMENT Living 
room, dining room, balcony, dish-
washer, microwave, just down the 
hill from campus, near the Com-
mons. Bus+ parking available$275 
per person. August '92. 272-7891, 
ask for Tom. 
Ill 




6 BEDROOM HOUSE 
Lais of Parking (FREQ• 1D or 12 Month lease 
Prl11e South Hiil lllcatlon 
a walk to class or a walk to the Haunt 
$250/mo. plus util. 
. - 273-7082 :::.· 
Unusual · Contemporary 
Townhouse 11 Charles Street, 
available June 1 1992. 3/4 bed-
rooms, 2 baths, FREE heated ga-
rage, additional parking available. 
Skylit entry, walled garden, cov-
ered balcony. Pets by arrangement. 
Walk to IC, Cornell, Commons, all 
buses. Price:$1300. Special offer: 
$1200 if signed before Dec. l, 1991. 




Only a few 3 and 4 bedroom apart-
ments remain for January 1992. Call 
now to see and reserve the best and 
most beautiful apartment homes 






MENTS OF CHOICE-OFFER: 
- NEW CONSTRUCTION 
- GREAT LOCATION 
- FREE PARKING 
-- BEAUTIFUL LANDSCAPING 
-ELEGANT FURNITURE/FIN-
ISHES 
- ON-SITE LAUNDRY 
- EFFICIENT/RESPONSIVE 
MANAGEMENT 
ACT NOW TO RESERVE 2, 3, 4, 




THANKSGIVING--Driving to and 
from Clifton NJ area with infant 
· Will exchange free ride for help 
with baby in car. Call 277-5202. 
Desperately in need of a two-way 
ride to Bergen County, New Jersey 
area for Friday, Nov. 1 to Sunday, 
Nov. 3. Will share gas/tolls and 
keep you company! Give me a call! 
Corrie 256-8938. 
FOR SALE 
Looking for a COMPUTER? 
How about the ~ Apple II 
compatablearound: the Laser 128! 
Includes monochrome monitor, 
Toshiba printer, multitudes of soft-









SPRING SEMESlER SUBLET- 1 
room in large 4 bedroom apart-
ment Washer and dryer, 1 minute 
to Commons. $225/month, female. 
Call: Heidi 256-7024. 
NOTICES 
FREE SPRING BREAK 1RIPS to 
students or student organizations 
promoting our Spring Break Pack-
ages. Good Pay & Fun. Call CMI. 
1-800-423-5264. 
HORSEBACKRIDING-$12hr., 1 
1/2 hr $15. Longer private trails 
available. A Lonestar Stable, 
Homer/Scott-607-749-3593. 
*LAST CALL, IC!!!* 
P.M. B~nding offers full certifi-
cation before Winter Break. Call 
277-4183 for more info. Classes 
start Tuesday Oct. 29, Textor 102. 
Registrationat6:30p.m.,classstarts 
at 7 p.m. 
Spring Break: Cancun, Bahamas 
from $259 .00 includes round trip 
air, 7 nights hotel, parties, free ad-
mission, hotel taxes and more! Or-
ganize a small group. Earn free trip. 
1 (800) BEACH IT 
SERVICES 
Marty Heresniak ('74), Voice 
Teacher. Technique, Repertory, 
Reading, Presence. 502 University 
Ave, Ithaca, 272-2892. 
Raise $500 ... $1000 ... $1500 
FOOLPROOF FUNDRAISING 
For your fraternity, sorority, team 
or other campus organization. Ab-
solutely no investment required! Act 
now the chance to win a Caribbean 
Cruise and fabulous prizes! Call 1-
800-950-8472, ext. 50. 
LET US TYPE PERFECT PA-







Earn up to $500 cash for 5 hrs. 
work. International Business Tours 
is seeking an articulate student to 
organize a 30 minute informational 
meeting on can'ipus. No experience 
needed, call now!! (800) 554-4158 
Earn $6.00 per hour; add market-
ing/salesexperience to your resume; 
help market educational services 
on your campus; earn a FREE 
GMAT,LSAT,GRE,MCATPREP 
course; call TheRonkin Educational 
Group at 277-0700. 
CAMPUS REPS WANTED!! 
Earn valuable experience, travel, 
and meet new people! Sell Winter/ 
Spring Break packages to Jamaica, 
Cancun, Bahamas, Margarita Is-
land -From $369- BEST COM-
MISSIONS PAID! SUN SPLASH 
TOURS 1-800-426-7710 
EARN $2000 + FREE SPRING 
BREAK TRIPS! North America's 
#1 Student Tour Operator seeking 
motivated students, organizations, 
fraternities and sororities as cam-
pus representatives promoting 
Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona, and 
Panama City! Call I (800) 724-
1555, 
Baby-sitters Wanted for 3-year 
old and toddler, experience and ref-
erences required; own transporta-
tion pref erred. Call 277-0211 any 
day before 10 p.m. 
Need a challenge? 
Earn up to $2500/ term mbnaglng 
credit card promotions on ca~us. 
Flexible hours. 
CALL 1°800-950-8472 ext,25 
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Slayton sn-ares classi~ ·comeback 
By Brian Lustig 
How's this for dramatic: 
The Bombers trail 20-16 and 
have the ball with just over one 
minute remaining. It's fourth and 
seven and quarterback Todd 
Witkowski fades back, scrambles 
and heaves up a desperation pass in 
the direction of flanker Nick 
Ismailoff. 
FOOTBALL 
lsmailoff dives along with four 
other defenders and it's hard to tell 
amongst the mess if he catches the 
ball or if it was trapped. Not only 
does the game hang in the balance, 
but possibly the Bombers post-sea-
son chances do as well 
The referee signals that it was a 
catch and the drive continues. After 
a few short passes to Ismailoff and 
a couple of Jeff Wittman runs, the 
Bombers are at the eight-yard line 
with 25 seconds remaining. 
With time waning, Witkowski 
had to again evade pressure and 
still manage to spot a receiver in the 
end zone. The man he spotted was 
Jim Slayton cutting across the 
middle and it was a matter of sec-
onds before Wilkowski delivered a 
perfect strike. 
"The play was designed to go to 
Nick. Wilkowski made a great ad-
justment and I found an open lane 
which Todd could deliver the ball 
to," Slayton explained as he looked 
up almost in disbelief at the 
scoreboardreading23-20inithaca's 
favor. 
Over the last 15 years the Born b-
ers and Yellow Jackets have met 
thirteen times and the rivalry could 
indeed be described as "classic." 
During the 13 contests which 
American International holds a 7-6 
advantage in, only 6 points have 
separated the two teams. Further-
more, eight of the games have been 
decided by three points, and the one 
played over parents weekend was 
just another page in the storied ri-
valry. 
"In 25 years of coaching, this 
was one of the greatest games played 
on this field, one of the true clas-
sics," Coach Jim Butterfield admit-
ted with a smile. 
The Yellow Jackets were respon-
sible for eight first half penalties 
but somehow managed to score 13 
points during the process. 
'One score came on a brilliant 
31-yard run by nm:ning back Craig 
Harris and another on a 62-yard 
strike from Tony Ragone to receiver 
Darin Stevens. 
The Bombers offense was also 
erratic in the first half, but due to the 
return of Jeff Wittman to his 1990 
form, IC managed ten points. 
Wittman totalled 106 first half 
yards and accounted for the only 
score with a short run. The Bomb-
ers got two points on a fake extra 
pointandlaterin the second quarter 
added a safety when a snap to the 
Yellow Jacket punter sailed over 
his head and out of the endzone. 
The second half started out as 
sloppy as the first. But the defense 
continued to bail the Bomber of-
fense out of mental mistakes. 
"This was the best defensive ef-
fort by our team to date because 
they came out attacking and never 
let up," Butterfield said. 
But the thin line the Bombers 
"In 25 years of coach-
ing, this was one of tfze 
greatest games played 
on this field, one of the 
true classics." 
-Head-coach Jim Butterfield 
were treading finally broke. With 
just over four minutes left, fullback · 
Beau Snell dashed 11 yards for a 
score and a 20-10 deficit loomed 
large. ' 
It became a race against the clock 
for Wilkowski and he engineered 
the offense to perfection. Ismailoff 
finally joined the offense with his 
first catch and quickly added two 
more on the drive. 
With under three minutes left, 
Wilkowski found Slayton in the 
corneroftheendzonefrom 11 yards 
out and the ten point margin was 
down to four. 
The twopointconversion failed, 
but the Ithaca defense caused the 
Yellow Jackets to go three downs 
and ouL Wittman led a furious at-
tack down the field which culmi-
nated with the final touchdown. 
One star that was as important to 
the last two drives as anyone was 
Jeff Wittman who came up with 
huge runs time and time again. He 
finished with 230 yards on a school-
record 35 carries. 
"They (AIC) talked more than 
anyone I've ever seen in my life. All 
I could do when time expired was 
look up at the scoreboard and smile," 
Nick Ismailoff reflected. 
It seemed that the crowd was 
also full of smiles when the day was 
done. 
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Ithacan / Greg Hollmanr~ 
Nick lsmalloff breaks away from a SUNV Buffalo defender during 
the 50-0 Bomber rout of the Bulls last Saturday. 
Blowout---
continued from back page 
sesses a rifle of an arm the likes of 
which the Bombers had not seen. 
Scott(I0-27, 132 yards) shot noth-
ing but blanks all day, and a come-
back never materialized. 
Ismailoff dug the Bulls into a 
deeper hole when he took the open-
ing kickoff of the second half 90 
yards for the touchdown. 
"I found a great hole and fol-
lowed iL There were a couple of 
great blocks and I just went with 
them," Ismailoff said. 
Matt Sullivan connected on a 
40-yard field goal as the third quar-
ter came to a close to give the Bomb-
ers a 37-0 lead. 
Offensive standouts Wilkowski 
(11-19, 189 yards), Wittman (100 
yards rushing), and Ismailoff ( 5 
receptions, 117 yards) took a 
breather in the last quarter, but the 
V 
offense didn't skip a beat. 
Two scoring runs by Forgosh 
and reserve running back Todd 
Konick (67 yards rushing) ended 
the scoring barrage. 
Defensive tackle Duane Titus 
was one of the many defensive he-
roes, recording three sacks in lim-
ited play. Ithaca totaled six sacks on 
the day. 
The safeties had a stellar after-
noon as well. 
Seniors Joe Palladino and Brian 
Hall combined for 19 tackles and 
two pass breakups. 
Linebacker Billie Mays, Jr. 
added an· interception in the first 
half that·disrupied Scott's rhythm 
for the rest of the game. 
Mays finished with 11 'tackles 
and three pass breakups. 
It was Ithaca's first shutout since 
a 28-0 blanking of Cortland on South 
Hill Field in 1989. 
October 24, 1991 
By Jon Meterparel wanted the game a little more than 
When the Ithaca Bombers hop we did. We didn't execute well on 
on theirGreyhoundbusesand travel either side of the ball and it was a 
upstate to western New Yorlc, they'll struggle for us," he said. Buffalo 
encounter a team with one thing on State slipped past Gannon 22-13. 
its mind: revenge. The name Jerry Boyes may 
FOOTBALL sound familiar to the Bomber faith-ful. Boyes played had a stellar grid-
PREVIEW iron career on the South Hill. 
In their last three meetings 
The 1976 graduate departed 
Bomberland with 2695 career total 
against the Buffalo Sta~ Bengals, yards from his quarterback posi-
Ithaca has triumphed by a com- lion. Boyes ranks eighth in passing 
bined score of 144-28. (1382 yards) and fourth in the total 
This year could prove to be a offense category. 
different story, however. The Current Ithaca quarterback Todd 
Bengals bring a 6-1 record into the Wilkowski eclipsed Boyes' record 
contest, and the club's lone defeat of 21 touchdown passes. 
came against Cortland State, the The Buffalo State-Ithaca 
top-ranked team in the region. matchup always takes on a little 
Last week, Buffalo State was extra meaning to Boyes. 
challenged by an upset-minded "This game is always signifi-
Gannon squad. cant personally, because for 364 
According to sixth year Bengal days of the year my blood is still 
head coach Jerry Boyes, the Bengals blue but for this particular Saturday 
weren't as hungry as they should it is noL However, I can't allow our 
have been. kids to get caught up in that because 
"We had a difficult game down it is strictly a personal feeling," he 
there and we faced a team that said. 
Bomb Sight he left off in the AIC contest. The 
Continued from back page senior completed 10 of 15 passes in 
their first conference title since the first half against Buffalo. 
1983. In MarkPbalen'splace, sopho-
Kudos more linebacker Jake Cerrone did 
The tennis team has had a fan- asuperbjobagainstAICandSUNY 
tastic season, and much credit must Buffalo. He garnered honorary de-
go to head coach. Aziz Paul fensive captain for his 10 tackle 
Kommel. Also, a special mention effort against the Yellow Jackets. 
to Allison Glas.mlan, who knocked N footballfullbackJason Blood 
off the top seed in ·her flight and is closing in on a record. The fresh-
then topped the num~rtwo seed in man has ruslted for491 yards on 92 
the final, all despite suffering from carries this season. That's the high-
shin splints. est total since Reginald Bradford 
Bomber quarterback Todd had 559 yards in 1987. 
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The Buffalo State offensive at- speedy sophomore Yusef Spates linebackers because they have a 
tack has averaged 346 yards per (236 yards) have excelled. "Thus tremendous responsibility to con- . 
game, with 200 of those yards com- . far, all three have been running tain the Ithaca option," Boyes said . 
ing on the ground. However, the very hard and making something When the linebackers have pro-
Bengal passing game still has to be happen with the football when duced, they've been led by sopho-
reckoned with. they've had the opportunity," Boyes more Jack Dees, who has been all 
Junior quarterback and third- said. over the field as evidenced by his 
year starter Jim Weigel has com- Mammoth junior and quad-cap- 78 tackles, two sacks and four inter-
pleted 4 2 of 86 passes for 622 yards tain tackle Mark Valvo (6-5, 265 ceptions. 
and eight touchdowns. "Jim is a pounds) anchors the Bengal offen- Following Dees defensively are 
fine athlete who can run the ball and sive line. senior Fred Dear ( 61 stops, 3 inter-
is very confident in his ability. He Defensively, the Buffal~ State ceptions) and senior sack artists 
has the ability to make some big starting eleven consists of a group Larry Wanat (4 sacks) and Ron 
plays happen," Boyes said. of players who have big play capa- Wehrmeyer (4 sacks). 
When Weigel throws the pig- bilities. The Bengal unit is first in Ithaca enters the matchup sky-
skin, he'll look to junior flanker Upstate New York with a give- high. After last week's 50-0 shel- ·· 
William Sparks (18 catches, 278 away/takeaway ratio of plus 11. lacking of SUNY Buffalo and the 
yards, 6 touchdowns) and junior The leading bandit in the sec- emotional 23-20 come from behind 
tight end Jim Mattey (19 recep- onclary is junior comerback Dennis victory over AIC, the Bombers have 
lions, 337 yards). Mrugalski. Mrugalski has racked fine reasons to feel optimistic. 
The ground game is centered up 43 tackles and sixinterceptions Boyes is well aware of the fire-
around three individuals. Freshman this season. power the Bombers posess on both 
tailback Lou Mueller has stepped Buffalo State employs a SO-type sides of the ball. 
right into the lineup and earned the defensive scheme like Ithaca's. This ''This is the best overall team on 
bulk of the workload. Mueller has alignmentreliesheavily on the line- our schedule, and a team that can 
carried 105 times for 567 yards and backers to produce. hurt you in many ways. We have to 
five touchdowns. "We have to have better play play good, sound,fundamentalfoot-
Behind Mueller, junior fullback than what we've had in the last ball and have patience and not give 
Dave Madden (281 yards) and couple weeks from our outside up the big plays," Boyes said. 
The women's soccer team has the hands of top-ranked Cortland hockey team, ranked first in the 
received some goodnews,as senior State. The Bengals have a balanced nation, willhostnumberthreeTren-
goaltender Beth Greco is ready to offense, and their defense has con- ton State. The Lions are defending 
return. Greco has been out since tributed toward· a giveaway/ national champions. They haven't 
Sept. 20, when sh~injured the ante- takeaway ratio of plus 11. lost a regular season game since 
rior cruciate ligament of her left This won't be an easy one for 1987. The last team to beat them? 
knee during a 1-0 loss to Geneseo. Butterfield's crew, but the Bomb- · Ithaca topped the Lions 2-1 in over-
She will not need reconstructive ersarereallyrollingnow. Wittman time on YavitsFieldfouryears ago. 
surgery, and will try to play with a has come all the way back, and Trenton State's schedule is not 
brace. At the time of her injury, Wilkowski is really in a groove, nearly as tough as the Bombers', so 
Greco had not ~n scored upon in while the defense is at its strongest it's hard to gauge how good the 
three contests. It won't be 50-0 again, but the Tigers are. The defending national 
A lookahead Bombers will,prevail on the road. champions have to be fairly tal-
In football, Buffalo State is a Ithaca 34, Buffalo State 7. ented, but we're guessing that the 
very good team, as evidenced by The biggest Ithaca game on Sat- Tigers roaris worse than their bite. 
their 6-1 record. That loss came at urday is not in Buffalo. The field Ithaca 3, Trenton State 1. 
SENIORS 
·Today and Friday are your 
LAST CHANCE 
To sign up for your senior 
portrait in the yearbook. 
Sign up from 11 a.m.-1 p.m. 
in the Campus Center lobby. 
PORTRAITS 
Will be taken starting Monday, Oct. 
28 through Friday, Nov. 8 in the Park 
Building, second floor. 
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. . . Johnston hopeful 
that squad will 
rebound in spring Golfers will whistle Dixie in spring 
(between fall and spring) will hope-
fully do them some gooq./' he said. 
"Maybe next season they will come 
back refreshed-and ready to play." 
By Dickon Geddes 
"Disappointing." 
That's the word head coach· 
James Johnston used to describe 
the 1991 fall golf season. 
GOLF 
"The players had good swings, 
but just couldn't shoot really good 
rounds," he said. Junior Marc 
Feocco had the lowest average for 
the season, an 84.5. 
Last year. the lowest average for 
the top player was about four shots 
better. 
Johnston said he got the impres-
sion over the season that the golfers 
didn't have their minds totally fo-
cused on the matches. "I felt that 
their concentration was elsewhere, 
and that they didn't take the matches 
as seriously as they should have 
done." 
The coach labeled success by 
how hard the players tried, and not 
By Dickon Geddes 
Before the season opens again 
next April, the golf team has a 
Spring break trip to North Caro-
lina. This trip is from March 9 to 
18. The players went there for 
the first time last year and ac-
cording to head coach James 
Johnston they all had a great 
time. 
"It really is lovely down 
there," he said. "The courses are 
superb, and so I didn't hesitate 
to go back there this year.'~ 
Seven players and Johnston 
are going, and they will stay in 
two condominiums that are ex-
tremely comfortable, according 
to the coach. 
The total cost for the trip is 
about$2,300 for the eight people. 
just on their scores. 
"I felt that some of them didn't 
put in enough time and effort as to 
what they should have done," he 
Johnston said he· gets the money 
from The Ithaca College Booster 
Club, The Discretionary Fund, fund 
raising activities and individual do-
nations. The school provides a van 
to drive down in but doesn't pay for 
the gas money. After all these dona-
tions have been taken into account, 
each player has to pay about$80 for 
the trip. 
"I am most grateful forthedona-
tions," Johnston said. "Without 
them, the trip couldn't happen." 
When Johnston called to inquire 
about green fees, he was told that if 
they walked the course and didn't 
hire golf carts, then they wouldn't 
have to pay a green fee. 
"They said that because we were 
an organized team down there prac-
ticing, they believed that we would 
said. 
Johnston said that the players 
would play decent golf for three or 
four holes and then after that would 
go back each year and so it was 
a good promotion for the club," 
Johnston said. 
The team will play many golf 
courses in the Pinehurst area. 
One of them is theJackNicklaus 
National course where junior 
golfer Greg Howson's father is 
a member. 
Last year, because of this fact, 
they managed to play 36 holes 
instead of the ususal 18,and this 
year will hopefully be no excep-
tion. 
"I am hoping that we can 
play two rounds and not just one 
without paying because Greg's 
fatherismember," Johnston said. 
"We managed it last year so 
hopefully wecan manageitagain 
this year." 
lapse into a "long log of medioc-
rity.'' 
'Johnston said that he wasn't sure 
where the answers lay. ''This break 
There wasn't really a highpoint 
in the season for Johnston. "Noth-
ing _really stands out," he said. 
"Feocco had a great opening round 
of 75 in the first match (at Elmira), 
but slipped slowly downhill after 
that." 
However, Johnston acknowl-
edged the fact that for a freshman 
who has only been playing serious 
golf for three years, Joshua Footer 
had a season thathecould.buildon. 
"He had a solid opening sea-
son," Johnston said. "I hope that he 
will improve as the seasons con-
tinue. Timeisdefinitelyonhisside." 
Next season Doris Kostrinsky 
joins Johnston as coach of the golf 
team. Kostrinsky is currently hav-
ing a superb season as coach of the 
field hockey team. 
Johnston said he is hoping that 
she can inject some of that success 
into the golf team. 
"I like working with her," he 
said. "Kostrinsky is more ofa disci-
plinarian than I am." 
Nagusky's goal boosts l}ombers over Nazareth in quagmire 
By Aaron Williams 
The Ithaca men's soccer squad 
was "singing in the rain," so to 
speak last Tuesday. 
MEN'S SOCCER 
The Bombers adjusted to the 
wet weather and defeated Hobart, 
the second-place team in the Em-
pire Athletic Association (EAA), 
by a 1-0 score. The win put them in 
good position to win theEAA cham-
pionship. 
Things weren't looking so bright 
before this game. Two senior start-
ers, Andy Poklad and Adam Borg, 
were not able to play due to nagging 
injuries. The burden fell on some 
youngerplayers, who had to step up 
and take charge. 
This situation had an affect on 
theoffenseaccordingto head coach 
Andy Byrne. "I think a lot of the 
chances fell to a couple of freshmen 
that had been called on to come in, 
and maybe a more experienced 
player would have slotted them," 
Byrne said. . 
-, Despite the presence of the un-
derclassmen, when the scoring 
came, it was by a senior. Midfielder 
Peter Nagusky shot the ball out of 
Hobart goaltender BruceRedpath 's 
reach to put the Bombers up for 
good, 1-0. "Alejandro Prieto put a 
great ball in from the left midfield. 
[Sophomore forward Jason Dove] 
flicked it on and it came to me. I set 
it down once and put it in the other 
side." Nagusky said. 
SeniorgoaltenderZac Shaw was 
brilliant as ever~ posting his eighth 
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_ Authorized 
Education Sales Col15Ultant 
Q&A Sessions: Thursdays 3-Spm 
Learn how you will benefit by ow11ing a Macintosh• computer. 
Pat will be on hand in Friends 110 to demonstrate the newest 
Macintosh and answer your questions. Or call her home office 
at 315-253-5951, or leave a message at 1-800-488-4877. 
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Billy Bob Jack's 
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Rock And Bowl 
at 
Ide's Lanes 
Saturday, October 26th - 10: 15 P~M. 
$1BOWLALL YOU WANT! 
3 LANES RESERVED! 
Meet at Muller Chapel at 9:45 for rides - bring yQUr cai:t , 
.'.'A Great Time! II . . . "You won't want 'to mi~s it! ff 
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By Rorie Pickman 
The curtain on the 1991 regular 
season for the cross country squads 
is falling like the leaves outside. 
,:"I\, • Tattoo Mugs. Hats qnd T-Shirts Also Available 
I . • Greek Letters Available I CROSS COUNTRY 
: Lansing Plaza (607) 533-7970 : 
"It was a good race but we are 
still looking to improve," Ware said. 
The team will have their chance to 
do so as they compete in the Empire 
Athletic Association (EAA) meet 
Saturday at RIT. The meet will 
consist of a 6.2 mile course, longer 
than usual. 
1 Lansing, _NY 14882 - $10 off $50 or more 1 
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What do these sports have in common? First, it's 
almost winter--second, The Ithacan needs you to 
write about them! If you're interested, contact 
The Ithacan office at 27 4-3207. 
Shalimar Brings You The Wo~ld . 
Ellmic Inspired Fashions & /\ccessoncs 
From here on in, everything the 
team has been working up to for the 
past two months _ will take place. 
Both squads finished their regular 
season by competing at the SUNY 
Albany Invitational last Saturday. 
The men's varsity race featured 
211 runners from 3 I different teams. 
The Bombers placed sixth in the 
race, which took place on a very 
wet course. 
The strong head wind during the 
last half-mile did not help to im-
prove therunners' times. "Itis usu-
ally a very fast course," head coach 
Bill Ware said. He- said that the 
course was flat with few hills. 
Columbia won the meet, with 61 
points, and Dartmouth took sec-
ond, with 78 points. RIT took third 
place, with 103 pofots, and they 
were followed by Albany, with 118 
points. 
Keene College finished the meet 
justaheadoflthaca, with 153points, 
while the Bombers totaled 199 
points. 
Ithaca captain Jason Trumble 
was the first Bomber finisher, as he 
placed 26th in a time of 26:21. 
Junior Adam Eigenrauch was 
next for Ithaca as he took 34th place 
in 26:36, andJ effDickens followed 
right behind him taking 38th place 
in 26:44. 
Dickens' twin brother John was 
also in the top 50 finishers, as he 
placed 46th, in 26:53. 
Music By: 
The junior varsity men's team 
competed.at the Albany Invitational 
as well, placing sixth in the race. 
Dartmouth took first, with 71 points 
and they were followed by Albany, 
with 89 points, and Trenton State, 
with 134 points. 
Delhi took fourth place, with 
144 points, Gloucester was fifth, 
with 152 points, and the Bombers 
accumulated 166 points, to earn 
sixth place. 
Hans Haverkamp was the first 
IC finisher, as he took 15th place in 
27:18, while Mark Gather finished 
28th, in 27:36. Senior Marc Dovi 
placed 34th out of the 152 competi-
tors, in 27:52. 
The varsity women placed first 
in their meet, with 84 points. They 
were followed by Trinity, with 86 
points, and Buffalo took third , with 
91 points. There were 23 teams 
competing in the race, with 163 
runners. 
Ann Delsignore took first place 
in the race, in a time of 18:02. Mary 
Halloran took 15th, in 19:39. She 
was followed by teammate Mary 
Casbarro, who took 18th place, in 
19:46, and Gloria Hill placed 23rd, 
in 19:50. 
"They ran very well and were 
fairly close together which is good," 
Ware said. "Hopefully this week 
we can bring the pack even closer 
and stay together a little better." 
House of Shalimar 
MICHAEL 'E' 
Mobil Sound 
. , . Downtown Ithaca Commons .- Optin Everyday 273-7939 
," ~ . . 
''.Incredible Edibles & Potent Potables" 
• 
The junior varsity women fin-
ished second in their meet. They 
had 61 points, and finished behind 
Trenton State, who had 47 points. 
Middlebury placed third with 109 
points, and Nassua took fourth 
place, with 122. 
The varsity women had been in 
action the week earlier as well, when 
they competed in the Lehigh Invita-
tional. They placed 15th in this meet. 
Delsignore was the first Bomber 
finisher, with a personal best of 
17:18. 
This moved her to third on the 
all-time Ithaca College list. Paula 
Carlin was next for IC, as she took 
79thplace,in 18:48. Mary Halloran 
was also in the top 100 finishers, as 
she placed 85th, in 18:52. 
Some 36 teams competed in this 
meet and most of them were Divi-
sion I and II schools. 
Villanova, ranked first in the 
nation for Division I schools, placed 
first in the meet, and Penn State 
took second place. "It was a great 
race for us, with great teams to 
compete with," Ware said. 
In the junior varsity races, the 
men placed second in their race, 
while the women took sixth place. 
The junior varsity squads will be in 
action again Friday when they com-
pete at Cornell. 
The women are.at the New York 
State Collegiate Track and Field 
Association meet at SUNY 
Geneseo. 
The top seven runners will com-
pete for the women while the men 
will bringninerunners totheEAA's. 
Ware said, "This is the start of 
our championship season so hope-
fully we have not peaked yet." 
112 
N. Aurora St. 
273-8422 
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Busy hooters win two·ofthree 
By Scott D. Matthews 
And you thought you had a busy 
week. 
The Ithaca College women's 
soccerteam spentlastweekplaying 
three games in five days. As if that 
wasn't hard enough for head coach 
Patrick Farmer's squad.each oppo-
nent was nationally ranked. 
WOMEN'S SOCCER 
Like it is for most swdents, the 
weekend proved to be the best part 
of the week for the Bombers. The 
Tennis-----
continuec1 from back page 
They went into the tournament 
unseeded and put on a great show, 
according to Kammel. 
In the firstround, they had a bye. 
Bombers made it seven of their last 
eight by topping fourth-ranked 
Kean, 1-0. 
Freshman forward Paige Miller 
tied Kristin Kaupang for the team 
lead in goals, scoring her fifth of the 
year. Senior goalkeeper Beth 
Howlandkeptthenetclear,record-
ing five saves. The shutout was her 
seventhsolowhitewashontheyear, 
and the 11th for Ithaca. 
Howlandalsosportsa0.43 goals 
against average and a save percent-
age of .930. 
On Saturday, Ithaca slipped by 
number 18 Skidmore, 1-0. Kaupang 
was the lone scorer, converting a 
corner kick from sophomore 
midfielder Sue Condelli. Besides 
sharing the team lead in goals with 
Miller,Kaupang also leads the team 
in assists (3) and points (13). 
Wednesday marked the team's 
return to Upper Terrace Field after 
five straight road contests, each of 
those victories. The homecoming 
wasn 'tjoyous, as fifth-ranked Roch-
ester knocked off the hosts, 1-0. 
Howlandcontinuedherstrongplay, 
stopping 10 shots in a losing effort 
Wednesday----------
continuec1 from back page Lobel was outstanding once 
The second half featured much again in the nets, making 25 saves. 
of the same, except there was more Women's soccer 
scoring. Bloomsburg got on the When Ithaca traveled to SUNY 
board quickly, as Chris Fink scored Binghamton yesterday, both teams 
only 54 seconds into the period. were looking to improve on im-
The score stayed deadlocked pressive records. Both came away 
until 14:24, when the Huskies took unfulfilled. 
their first lead of the contesL Trudy The Bombers and the Colonials 
Horst beat Bomber goalie Wynne battledtoal-ldrawthroughdouble 
In the second round, they defeated 
Rochester Institute of Technology's 
duo, 6-2, 6-0. In the third round, 
they defeated a team from Univer-
sity of Rochester 6-3, 3-6, 7-5 (6-
2). 
According to Kommel, they 
struggled a little bit, but managed to 
pull through. In the finals, Kommel 
said Paul and Ackennan were ex-
tremely focused and played a great 
match, beating Vassar 6-4, 6-0. 
Lobel, and Ithaca was down 2-.1. overtime. , 
Ithaca wasn't quite ready to quit, Binghamton scored their tally 
though,andAmyCarpenterbrought just before halftime. Naomie 
IC even again at 17:25. The sopho- Friedman scored, the first goal that 
more forward converted a Sue BethHowlandhasgivenupinthree 
Bender pass for her fifth score of games . 
Named #1 "BEST BREAKFAST IN ITHACA" 
1991 Readers Poll: Ithaca Times 
According to Kommel, the 
Bombers had an extremely sucessful 
season overall. 
the season. The Bombers weren't behind for 4253RDST fl sr LOCATED ONRT.13 
AND THIRD ST 
Several players beatAckennan's 
previous record of 19 wins in a 
season, including both singles and 
doubles play. Ackennan beat her 
own record with 33 total wins, end-
ing the season 33-4. Dunkiel was 
32-3, Yanko was 29-5, and Levy 
was28-5. 
The Bombers held on through long. Atthe56:22mark,Ithacatied 
regulation, but the Huskies finally thescore,asKristinKaupangcame 
earned the victory in overtime. Fink through once again. The sophomore 
scored her second of the game, and midfielder scored her sixth of the 
the Bombers still had never beaten year. JuniormidfielderLorrieDeyle 
Bloomsburg. and junior Dana Marangi assisted 
The game was much closer than on the goal. 
OVER 30 WAFFLE COMBINATION& AVAILABLE 
MORE THAN '20 DELICIOU8 OMELITI'E& 
NOW c'>ERVING DELUXE BELGIAN WAFFLE& 
.. 
• c·~ 
the statistics would indicate. In the Bomber nets, Beth 
Bloomsburg badly outshot Ithaca Howland played well once again. 
by a 38-8 margin. The home team Theseniorturnedaway 12Colonial 
also enjoyed a huge advantage in shots. Binghamton goalie Amy 
penalty corners, 23-3. Pyluck made six saves. 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK, AND 
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YOU1.L llAIP IT OMY AT 
Ulagrnans! 
Our shops strive to brin~ you a selection 
of pizzas unlike any you ve ever seen. 
We offer both traditional and gourmet 
selections by-the-slice or whole. 
The gourmet menu lists over 
20 varieties, including 
-Taco, Seafood, Fajita, 
Cp.eeseburger, 




~--. .f: • ), _,;_ -
_ , . · . • 1 WEGMAN.;:'"'JZi,;COlJPON ~ 7 
. ~·->--r,.:-'JSAVE .50 .. _-~- I 
!1-·~p;· , ~ . i ;)I ~litt~!~-t~~ 1·111,· 1Jlll 1 ?' Cannot be combined w(any· 5 · . ' I other offers. Ithaca stote only. · I . ··.. ./ , _Urnlt 1 thru 11-10-91 _ _ lllll I 
. --------~ 
' 
* TIRED OF NOT BEING RI_CH? LEARN TO POUR!-:t: . 
P.M .. Bartending®· Course 
We offer: 
Certified instructors 






·~··All at a fraetion of the 
cost at most sch90ls .... 
can277-4183 
for more information. 
What you_ need to know 
In.New York State, 
anyone over 18 may legally 
serve· alcohol. 
$$$$ Graduates of this _ 
session will be trained by · 





Textol". Ball 102· 
7:00p~m. _-
· ~.O.B.ox 48'04• Ithaca,_ New York 4852 • (607) 277-4183 
• •:" , '• I 
' .. ' '' '.' 
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1th
acanSports BY THE NUMBERS 
BOMBER SCOREBOARD 
Oct. 10- Oct. 23 
football CS-1, 2-Q EAAl 
Oct.12 
Ithaca 23, American International 20 
Oct.19 
Ithaca 50, Buffalo O 
Men's soccer l7-Q-4, 3-0-2 EAA) 
Oct.15 
Ithaca 1, Hobart O 
Oct.23 
Ithaca 2, Elmira 1 
women's Soccer OQ-2-3, 4-Q-1 
EMl 
Oct.11 
Ithaca 2, Messiah O 
Oct. 12 
Ithaca 4, Franklin and Marshall 0 
Oct.16 
Rochester 1, Ithaca 0 
Oct 19 
Ithaca 1, Skidmore O 
Oct.20 
Ithaca 1, Kean O 
Oct. 23 
Ithaca 1, Binghamton 1 
Eield Uoclu:x {12-3-ll 
Oct.12 
Ithaca 2, Franklin and Marshall O 
Oct.13 
Ithaca 3, Millersville 1 
Oct.19 
Rider 4, Ithaca 2 
Oct23 
Bloomsburg 3, Ithaca 2 OT 
Women's Tennis {8-3} 
Oct. 12-13 
1st at St. John Fisher Invitational 
Oct.15 
Ithaca 6, William Smith 3 
Oct. 18-19 
2nd at NYSWCAA Championships 
Men's Cross Country 
Oct.19 
6th at SUNY Albany Invitational 
Women's Cross Country 
·Oct.19 
1st at SUNY Albany Invitational 
YoJleyhann2-11, 4-1 EAAl 
Oct 15 
Ithaca def. Brockport 15-8, 15-8, 15-10 
Oct 18 
Ithaca def. Nazareth 15-3, 15-3 
Ithaca def. Eastern Connecticut 15-3, 
12-15, 15-2 
Oct.19 
Ithaca def. New Paltz 15-3, 15-4 
RIT def. Ithaca 15-2, 15-3 
Oct. 23 
Ithaca at Elmira with Scranton 
(late game) 
JV football {3-2} 
Oct 11 
Ithaca 34, Cortland 6 
Oct 18 
Colgate 26, Ithaca 7 
ATHLETE OF 
THE WEEK 
Special to the Ithacan/ 
Patricia Reynolds 
Beth Howland 
The senior soccer goalkeeper 
from Syracuse a!lowed only 
one goal In three games last 
week. For the season, Howland 
has a 7-2-2 record and has been 
part of nine shutouts, seven of 
which were solo. 
CHAMPION UP-
STATE GRID POLL 
Pos. School (1st place votes) Pts. 
1. Cortland State (11) 73 
2. ITHACA (3) 66 
3. Union (2) 53 
4. Rochester 22 
5. Buffalo State 18 
Comoiled bv Scott D. Matthews 
THE WEEK AHEAD 
Thursday Oct 24 
No teams in action 
October 24-0ctober 31 
Volleyball at RIT 
vs. Clarkson 11 a.m. 
4 p.m. 
Friday Oct 25 
Volleyball at RIT 
vs. Alfred 
vs. St. Lawrence 
Sawrday Oct 2s 




Men"s Soccer vs. Rensselaer 
2p.m. 
Women's Soccer at St. Lawrence 
2p.m. 
Field Hockey vs. Trenton State 
1 p.m. 
Men's and Women's Cross Country 




0 0 0 0-0 
7 20 10 13 • 0 
Ithaca Rushing 
TBA 
Wittman 19-100, Konick 5-67. 
Murtha 10-36, Wilkowski 6-36, 
Forgosh 5-32, Medina 5-28, 
Adams 4-21, Fitzgerald 3-10, Smith 1-1 
Ithaca Passjng 
Wilkowski 11-19-189- 0 TD-0 INT 
Ithaca Becievjnci · 
lsmailoff 5-117, Szymanski 2-56, 
Wittman 2-12, Berthiaume 1-4 
vs. RIT 
Sunday Oct 21 
Women's Soccer at Clarkson 
Monday Oct 20 
No teams in action 
Tuesday Oct 29 
No teams in action 
Wednesday Oct 30 
Men's Soccer at Cortland 
Volleyball vs. Binghamton 
Thursday Oct 31 





Division Ill Field Hockey Poll 
(Released October 23) 
No. Team 
1. ITHACA 
2. Bloomsburg (L 3-2 OT) 
3. Trenton State (Oct. 26) 
4. Cortland (W 2-1) 
Lock Haven (W 2-1) 
6. Salisbury rt'./ 2-1) 
7. William Smith (W 3-2) 
8. Messiah (W 2-1) 
9. Hartwick (L 3-2 OT) 
10. Eastern Mennonite 
The score in ( ) represents how IC 
fared against those teams this season. 
Ithaca's other loss came against 
Division I Rider, 4-2. 
..; . 
... 
Gridders to face ·second best 
team in_ Buffalo- the Bengals 
Senior captain leads in wet and 
wild soccer victory 
Undefeated Trenton State 
Lions leave den for· south Hiil 
... page 22 
.Page24 
Bull blowout 
• no .surprise 
after classic 
AIC victory 
By Willie Rubenstein 
and Scott D. Matthews 
You had to see this one coming. 
After IC's amazing comeback 
win against Division II American 
International, the University of 
Buffalo came to the South Hill last 
Saturday. As it turned out, a ttip to 




Buffalo head coach Sam Sand-
ers and his troops were simply de-
molished by a Bomber team that 
appears to be hitting stride. The 
Springfield loss is only a distant 
memory, a demon exorcised by Jim 
Slayton's second dramatic touch-
down catch two Saturday's ago 
against AIC. That comeback may 
be looked back on as when the 
Bombers became a championship 
team. It was truly a classic victory. 
In case you missed it 
And you probably did, as a lot of 
action took place over Fall Break. 
The men's soccer team captured 
See "Bomb Sight," page 19 
... page 19 
... page 20 
/ 
The Ithacan SPORTS 
Hey you--we won! 
Ithacan / Greg Hollmann 
Cornerback Jay Zunlc celebrates after Ithaca's thrllllng 23-20 
win over AIC on October 12. See page 18 for details. · 
October 24, 1991 
A wi-n, a loss and a tie_ 
By Scott D. Matthews 
and Aaron Williams 
Men's soccer 
When you've already been 
crowned league champions, you're 
supposed-to relax a little, right? 
WEDNESDAY 
Wrong, according to the Ithaca 
men's soccer team, who kept on 
rolling, as they claimed their latest 
victim on Wednesday. They ttav-
eled to Elmira and knocked off the 
host squad, 2-1. 
Senior midfielder Peter 
Nagusky, who has become quite an 
offensive threat as of late, nailed his 
second goal 'in as many games for 
the undefeated (8-0-4) Bombers. 
It was his third goal of the year, 
which makes him second on the 
team in scoring. 
Ithaca's most prolific shooterthis 
season, sophomore forward Jason 
Dove, tallied his eighth goal of the 
year to put the Bombers up for 
good°. . 
Goaltender Zac Shaw is defi-
nitely malcing his senior campaign 
one to remember. His IO-save per-
formance upped his season mark to 
62saves. 
He has played every minute in 
each of the twelve games Ithaca has 
play¢ this year, and has allowed 
only four shots to get past him. 
He has not allowed more than 
one goal per game, and has eight 
shutouts. Shaw's 0.23 goals against 
average leads the Empire Athletic 
Association. 
The Bombers, who are ranked 
14th in the country, recieved an 
automatic bid to the NCAA play-
offs on Saturday. 
They won outright due to sec-
ond-place Rensselaer's loss to 
Hobart. Ithaca has three more con-
tests before postseason action be-
gins. 
Field Hockey 
Life at the top can be tough. Just 
ask the Ithaca College field hpckey 
team. 
The Division III rankings re-
leased Wednesday saw the Bomb- , 
ers in the top slot But before the ink 
was even dry, head coach Doris 
Kostp.nsky's team dropped their 
second game in a row. Second-
ranked Bloomsburg knocked off , 
their vistors 3-2 in overtime. 
Ithaca jumped out to an early 
lead 16:04 into thefirsthalf. Sopho-
more halfback Kim Dodge tallied 
her fifth go,?1 of the year off an 
assist from senior forward Rachael 
Greener. 
As it turned out, that was the 
only scoring- in the first half. That 
was good news from the Bombers, 
who were being badly outshot by 
the Huskies. 
See "Wednesday," page 22 
Net result: second in the state 
By Lauren Semmel 
ThelthacaCollegewomen's ten-
nis team ended their season with a 
bang last weekend. 
WOMEN'S TENNIS 
The Bombers were in action at 
the New York State Women's Col-
legiate Athletic Association 
(NYSWCAA) championship, held 
at LeMoyne College in Syracuse. 
The Bombers took second place 
out of 16 teams at the state tourna-
ment, with three· flight winners, 
which means three players swept 
their individual tournaments. The 
team totaled 38 points, 14 points 
behind Vassar College. 
Aldlough the team decided not 
to set any goals this season, head 
coach Aziz Paul Kommelsaid plac-
ing at least third or fourth in the 
state tournament was a goal that he 
had hoped for, but kept to himself. 
"We played an incredible tour-
nament, and our high level sense of 
team and togetherness contributed 
to our great day of play," Kommel 
said. 
AccordingtoKommel,lastyear's 
team had only one seed in nine 
events in the State tournament. This 
year they had seven. 
"Even though we had seven 
seeds, we had some toughfirstround 
opponents,andwcknew otherteams 
had easier placements. We knew 
we were going to have to play ex-
tremely well," Kommel said. 
Theflightwinscamefromfourth 
singles player Allison Glassman, 
first doubles duo Julie Yanko and 
Cheryl Dunkiel, and third doubles 
players Vicki Paul and Kenja 
Ackennan. 
Glassman went into the tourna-
ment as the fourth seeded at fourth 
singles. She won the first two 
rounds, beating Van Slyke from 
Hartwick, 6-1, 6-1, and Oswego's 
BrigitSmith6-2, 6-1. In the semifi-
nal match, Glassman played Mia 
Ross, the number one seed who 
beat her earlier in the season at the 
Empire Athletic Association (EAA) 
tournament. Glassman got her re-
venge, as she defeated Ross 6-4, 6-
2. . 
In the finals, Glassman was both-
ered by shin splints, Kommel said. 
She played, Hillary Dark, the num-
bertwoseedfrom Vassar. Glassman 
won the match, 4-6, 6-4, 7-5. Ac-
cording to Kommel, her opponent 
got to every ball. "Allison played 
impeccable tennis to win the match," 
Kammel said. 
The undefeated doubles duo of 
Julie Yanko and Cheryl Dunkiel 
were flight winners in the fir~t 
doubles competition. In the first 
round, they defeated the team from 
Hartwick, 6-1, 6-1. They-also de-
feated their opponent in the second 
round, 6-0, 6-4, a team from Union 
College. In the semifinal match, 
Yanko and Dunkiel beat third 
seeded Skidmore, 2-6, 6-3, 6-4. 
In the finals, they played second 
seeded St. Lawrence. According to 
Kommel, their sense of will and 
determination pulled them through 
to win the match 4-6, 6-4, 7-5. This 
match decided whether Ithaca 
would come in second or third place 
in the tournament. Yanko and 
Dunkiel ended their season 
undefeated at 16-0. 
The last flight winner was the 
doubles teamofPaulandAckerman. 
. See "Tennis,'! page 22 
Defense forges first 1991 shutout in Buffalo blowout 
By Brian Lustig 
It has been said that half of suc-
ceeding at any sport is mental, and 
never was that more evident than 
last Saturday at South Hill Field. 
FOOTBALL 
The Bombers used their 'mental 
edge' to annihilate SUNY Buffalo 
50-0._andthescorewasasurpriseto 
just about everyone including head 
coach Jim Butterfield. "I'm very 
surprised with the outcome. I ex-
pected a nip-and-tuck battle and 
felt we needed to be on top of our 
game to win, n he said. 
TheBullsexpectedamorecom-
petitive affair, and were nothing 
short of stunned after the damage 
was done. 
"Wetotallyunderestimated them 
(IC). I give them a ton of credit," 
Bulls quarterback Clifford Scott 
said. . 
The margin doesn't even start to 
tell the story between the two teams' 
perfonnances,as the Bombers were 
nearlyflawless, whiletheBullswere 
far from it 
The penalties that plagued the 
Bombers the week before were not 
a factor, and mental mistakes wer~ 
almost non-existent Butterfield said 
he knew the importance of playing 
sound, aggressive football, and his 
team did not let him down. "I knew 
whoeverwasmentallyready for the 
game would have the upper hand. 
For us to maintain the concentra-
tion, even after a game as draining 
as AIC, was terrific," Butterfield 
said. 
Todd Wilkowski got Ithaca on 
the boardeariy, with a 30-yard scor-
ing run, exhibiting his quickness 
and toughness. 
The Bombers· struck again with 
five minutes left in the half, when 
Jeff-Wittman ran one in from two -
yards out on the heels of a diving 
catch by wideout Ken Syzmanski 
that covered 45 yards. 
Jeff Adamsscoredonashortrun 
two plays later, and again it was a 
long pass pl~y that set it up. 
Witkowski hit Ismailoff. for 56 
yards. pqtting the Bw:nbers in in-
side Buffalo•s 15-yardline. -
A third Bomber back found his 
way into the endi.o~eprior to half-
time, and this time it was Ari 
Forgosh. He tiptoed 17 yards down 
the near sideline to make the score 
at halftime 27-0. 
It was a huge margin, but- two 
_ quarters is a long time, and Buffalo 
had a quarterback named-Clifford 
Scott. The _Marshall 'transfer pos-
See "B~owout,11 · pa~e 18 
